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CONVERTING
ADVERSITY
INTO OPPORTUNITY
BY CREATING A

“ZERO WASTE
BIOMETHANE
PROJECT”
By Vihar Pancholi

The Global Scenario
Energy is a necessary concomitant
of human existence. Although
many sources of energy exist
in nature, it is coal, electricity
and fossil oil which have been
commercially exploited for many
useful purposes. This century
has witnessed the phenomenal
growth of various industries based
on these energy sources. They
have application in agricultural
farms and have domestic use in
one form or other. Fossil oil, in

particular has played the most
significant role in the growth of
industry and agriculture, which
would be recorded in the history
of progress of human race in
golden words. Whether it is flying
in the air or speeding automobiles
on the roads or heating and
prime moving in the industry or
petro-chemicals and fertilizers
for farms or synthetics for daily
use or cooking at home, all have
been made possible by one single
source - fossil oil. By now, it

has penetrated so deep into the
mechanism of human living that
man is not prepared to accept
the fact that this useful source of
energy is not going to last very
long. But that is the fact of life.
Once fossil oil was available easily
and at lower prices irrespective
of its origin of supply. It has
now been scarce and costly. The
immediate effect of this is that
the world is in a grip of inflation
and rising prices. Today, energy
crisis has mainly emerged from
the fear that the boons of fossil
oil may turn into a bane as the
disappearance of fossil oil would
compel the habits and practices
of living of the society to change.
That is the crisis and that is the
compulsion for search alternate
sources of energy.
Biogas as one of the alternate
renewable sources of energy
It is evident that no single source
of energy would be capable of
replacing fossil oil completely
which has diverse applications.
On the other hand, dependence
on fossil oil would have to be
reduced at a faster pace so as to
stretch its use for longer period
and in critical sectors till some
appropriate alternative energy
sources preferably renewable ones
are made available. Presently, the
country is spending a fortune
in importing fossil oil which
can hardly be afforded for long
on the face of developmental
needs. Methane gas and more
popularly known as bio-gas is

Commonly used fuels

Calorific Values in Kilo Calories Thermal Efficiency

Biogas

4713/M3

60%

Dung Cake

2093/Kg

11%

Firewood

4973/Kg

17,3%

Diesel (HSD)

10550/Kg

66%

Kerosene

10850/Kg

50%

Petrol

11100/Kg

-
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one such alternate sources of
energy which has been identified
as a useful hydro-carbon with
combustible qualities as that of
other hydrocarbons. Though
its calorific value is not high as
some products of fossil oil and
other energy sources, it can meet
some needs of household and
farms. Following table would
provide an idea of comparative
heat values and thermal efficiency
of commonly used fuels in the
household and farms.
These calorific values or
heat values indicate that bio-gas
can perform works similar to
fossil oil in domestic cooking,
lighting etc., with better efficiency
depending upon the methane
content in it. The bio-gas has also
the potential for use in internal
combustion engines used for
pumping water etc. for which
research and development works
are in progress. Biogas, therefore,
has a bright future as an alternate
renewable source of energy for
domestic and farm use.
Biogas - Production Process
and Composition
It mainly comprises of hydrocarbon which is combustible
like any hydro-carbons and can
produce heat and energy when
burnt. The chemical formula of
the hydro-carbon is CH4 where
C stands for carbon and H for
hydrogen and chemically the gas
is termed as methane gas. The
chemical formula of some other
commonly used hydrocarbons
derived from fossil oil viz. petrol,

kerosene, diesel, etc. are C6H14,
C9H20 and C16H34 respectively.
Unlike these hydro-carbons which
are derived from direct chemical
processes, bio-gas is produced
through a bio-chemical process
in which some bacteria convert
the biological wastes into useful
bio-gas comprising methane
through chemical interaction.
Such methane gas is renewable
through continuous feeding of
biological wastes and which are
available in plenty in rural areas
in the country. Since the useful
gas originates from biological
process, it has been termed as
bio-gas in which methane gas is
the main constituent.
The pro cess of bio-gas
production is anaerobic in
nature and takes place in two
stages. The two stages have been
termed as acid formation stage
and methane formation stage.
In the acid formation stage, the
bio-degradable complex organic
compounds of solids and cellulose
presents in the waste materials
are acted upon by a group of
acid forming bacteria present in
the dung and reduce them into
organic acids, CO2, H2, NH4 and
H2S. Since the organic acids are
the main products in this stage,
it is known as acid forming stage
and this serves as the substrates
for the production of methane by
methanogenic bacteria.
In the second stage, groups of
methanogenic bacteria act upon
the organic acids to produce
methane gas and also reduce
CO 2 in the presence of H 2 to
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form methane (CH4). At the end
of the process the amount of
oxygen demanding materials in
the waste product is reduced to
within the safe level for handling
by human beings. There are four
types of methano-genic bacteria;
Methano-bacterium, Methanospirillium, Methano-coccus and
Methano-circina. These bacteria
are oxygen sensitive and photosensitive and do not perform
effectively in the presence of
oxygen and light.
The gas thus produced by the
above process in a bio-gas plant
does not contain pure methane
and has several impurities. A
typical composition of such gas
obtained from the process is as
follows:
• Methane 60.0%
• Carbondioxide 38.0%
• Nitrogen 0.8% Hydrogen 0.7%
• Carbon-monoxide 0.2%
• Oxygen 0.1%
• Hydrogen Sulphide 0.2%
It is estimated by the Govt. of
India, Ministry of Energy, that
alternative sources of energy like

The calorific value of methane is
8400 kcal/ m3 and that of the above
mixture is about 4713 Kcal/ m3.
However, the bio-gas gives a useful
heat of 3000 kcal/m3. If similar
heat values are to be obtained
from other sources of fuel, the
equivalent quantities of those fuel
have to be substantial. It is not the
quantity which is so important but
while biogas is renewable, others
are not.
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bio-gas plants, wind mills etc.
may reduce the dependence on
conventional sources of energy
by about 20% by the turn of the
century, provided promotional
efforts are continued. Presently,
the cooking media in rural areas
consist of burning dung cake,
fire-wood and to some extent
kerosene where it is available
easily. The installation of bio-gas
plants would directly replace the
use of above three and in saving
them, following gains would be
made:
Nearly 30% of available
dung which is burnt and wasted
would be recovered as bio-gas
plants conserve the dung while
producing bio-gas. Again, the
dung after digestion in gas plant
preserves more of NPK (Nitrogen,
Phosphorous & Potassium) in the
dung solids and cellulose which
otherwise gets lost if heaped in
the open.
The benefits derived from biogas plants in terms of manure and
useful energy are environment
friendly. The average NPK
content of Farm Yard Manure
(FYM) is about 0.5, 0.2 and
0.5 percent respectively and it
may be observed that biogas
slurry is rich in NPK by more
than four times than ordinary

dung when converted into FYM.
When the country is faced with
shortage of fertilizers and has
to spend enormous amounts
for its import, the application
of bio-gas slurry can replace the
chemical fertilizers to a large
extent. Bio-gas slurry or FYM not
only adds NPK but it proves the
soil porosity and texture. These
are established benefits.
Second major benefit is that
rural people would gradually
stop felling trees. Tree felling
bas been identified as one of
the major causes of soil erosion
and worsening flood situation.
Government has started massive
afforestation programme to tackle
the erosion and flood situation.
Continued deforestation has been
causing ecological imbalances in
the environment in which we live.
Bio-gas plants would be helpful in
correcting this situation.
In rural areas kerosene is
used for lighting lantern and
cooking in a limited way wherever
kerosene supply has been made
possible. Whatever quantity is
used can be replaced by bio-gas
as it can be used for lighting and
cooking. This would reduce the
dependence on fossil oil directly
and in saving foreign exchange.
Lastly, the most important
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social benefit would be that
the dung being digested in the
digester, there would be no open
heap of dung to attract flies,
insects and infections. The slurry
from digesters can be transported
to the farm for application in the
soil, thus keeping the environment
clean for inhabitation. Also, gas
cooking would remove all the
health hazards of dung cake or
fire wood cooking and would
keep the woman folk free from
respiratory and eye diseases
which are prevalent in the villages.
‘Energy Crisis’ has engulfed
almost every country in the
world, including comfortably
placed energy sufficient countries.
The main cause is depleting fossil
oil reserves. It is deepening with
each advancing year. It is not far
when era of automobiles and
aeroplanes may come to an end
unless suitable alternatives are
found to replace the fossil oil.
However, such areas of use of
fossil oil like domestic cooking,
lighting etc., where alternatives
are available should be replaced
without further delay so that
precious fossil oil could be saved
for longer and critical uses. Biogas is one such source which
is renewable and can reduce
the dependence on fossil oil to
a considerable
extent. The byproduct of biogas
pro duc t ion is
manure, rich
in N:P:K which
has the capacity
to improve soil
f e r t i l it y f o o d
production and
reduce import
of chemical
fertilizer which
currently drains
the large amount
of foreign
exchange. Bio-
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gas production technology is
simple and has proven successful
in India. It has abundant scope
in the country where tropical
environment and large cattle
population providing ample dung
favour installation of large number
of bio-gas plants. Experience
of the last 34 years where by
some 1.65 lakh plants have been
installed .are not encouraging as
compared to the achievements of
a fossil oil sufficient country like
China, which has installed about
8 million plants within a decade.
In India government has provided
subsidy and organizational
support and has included it in
the new 20 point programme to
encourage the rural people to
adopt the technology and banks
are supporting the programme
by extending the loan required
by the borrowers. One aspect,
which is of particular interest to
the banks, is when other sources
of fuel become costly, the bio-gas
plants would have its own payback capacity without even the
govt. subsidy. That time is not
far when this sector may provide
better opportunity for banking
because of its self-dynamic nature
of development. For this reason,
banks have to be in touch with its
developing technology to work
out their economic returns from
time to time and be prepared
to extend necessary financial
support in whatever measure they
may be required.
Bio- methanation process
It is an essential process for
treating the Bio- degradable
Municipal Solid / Rural Solid
Waste. In this process the organic
matter is converted into biogas
which is a very useful form of
energy. The bio-methanation
process reactor, called Biodigester is used where in the
temperature and atmosphere is

controlled for the process to occur.
Anaerobic processing of organic
material is a two-stage process,
where large organic polymers
are fermented into short-chain
volatile fatty acids. These acids are
then converted into methane and
carbon dioxide. Both the organic
polymers fermentation process
and acid conversion occur at
the same time, in a single-phase
system. The separation of the acidproducing (acidogenic) bacteria
from the methane producing
(methanogenic) bacteria results
in a two-phase system. The main
feature of anaerobic treatment is
the concurrent waste stabilization
and production of methane
gas, which is an energy source.
The retention time for solid
material in an anaerobic process
can range from a few days to
several weeks, depending upon
the chemical characteristics of
solid material and the design of
the bio-gasification system (e.g.
single stage, two-stage, multistage, wet or dry, temperature
and pH control). In the absence
of oxygen, anaerobic bacteria
decompose organic matter as
follows:
Organic matter + anaerobic
bacteria = CH4 + CO2+ H2S+
NH 3 + other end products +
energy
The conditions for biogasification need to be anaerobic,
for which a totally enclosed
process vessel is required.
Although this necessitates a
higher level of technology than
compared to composting, it allows
a greater control over the process
itself and the emission of noxious
odours. Greater process control,
especially of temperature, allows
a reduction in treatment time,
when compared to composting.
Since a biogas plant is usually
vertical, it also requires less area
than a composting plant. Biogas
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MAVERIK INC. has an edge in
crafting custom bio-gas plants
ranging from 2M3 to 10,000M3 &
above. The edge comes from the
experience of over 4 decades our
senior team members have in the
field. Each project is a milestone in
terms of technology refinement &
performance delivered. With work
ranging from Community, Personal
(Domestic) to Institutional Projects,
customization has become our
forte. We deliver World Reference
Projects at an Indian cost.
Concept to strategic alliance
for marketing end product is
what we call a turn key solution
for a biomethane project. Our
patrons opt for our services to
invest in opportunities that can be
administered virtually in a hassle
free manner.
M AV E R I K I N C . o f f e r s
operational support through an add
on contract, in case the investor
only wants charge of the final
product. The success of each
biogas plant lies in the competence
with which the linkages for
raw material, working capital,
manpower deployment and selling
of end product are concerned.
We strongly recommend that an
investment in a biogas plants can
be justified, only if seen as a waste
conversion / recycling activity and
not as an option/ alternative of the
CNG / other commercial form of gas
from a business perspective. The
feasibility is simply an equilibrium
in the infeed - output ratio,
since, these are caused based
projects not aimed at increasing
monetary profitability, but aimed
at reducing the impact of growth
and development on ecology.
However, the final product, biogas
and manure, does fetch enough
monetary incentive.

is a mixture of gases composed
of methane (CH4) 40 - 70 % by
volume, carbon dioxide (CO2)
30 – 60 % by volume other gases
1 – 5 % by volume including
hydrogen (H2) 0-1 % by volume
and hydrogen sulphide (H2S) 0 - 3
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% by volume. It originates from
bacteria in the process of biodegradation of organic material
under anaerobic (without air)
condition. The natural generation
of biogas is an important part
of the biochemical carbon
cycle. Methanogens (methane
producing bacteria) are the last
link in a chain of microorganisms,
which degrade organic material
and return the decomposition
products to the environment. In
this process, biogas is generated,
which is a source of renewable
energy. As is the case with any
pure gas, the characteristic
properties of biogas are pressure
and temperature dependency.
It is also affected by moisture
content. Well-functioning biogas
systems can yield a whole range
of benefits for their users, the
society and the environment in
general. The different stages of
bio-methanation process are:
• Hydrolysis,
• Acidogenesis, Acetogenesis
and
• Methanogenesis (methane  
formation)
Types of Biogas Plants
The whole process takes place
in the presence of a variety of
d i f fe re nt m i c ro or g an i s ms
including fermentative microbes
(acidogens), acetate-forming
microbes (acetogens) hydrogen
producing microbes etc. It is
one of the best ways of reducing

the pollution.
Bio-methanation Process
Micro-organism
are grouped
Municipal Solid Waste
according to
STP Grey Water
their action. Like
Rural Solid Waste
the first set of
microorganisms
convert the long
Fermentative Bacteria
polymers into
monomers like
Sugars, Amino Acids,
amino acids
Fatty Acids, Glycerol
and glucose,
then are then
converted into
Acetogenic Bacteria
higher volatile
fatty acids H 2
Acetate, Hydrogen+
and acetic acid.
Carbon Dioxide
The second
stage includes
the conversion Methanogens
Anaerobic Conditions
of higher volatile
fatty acids into
Methane + Carbon
H 2, C O 2 a n d
Dioxide
acetic acid
with the help
of hyd rogen Solid waste aerobic process is
producing acetogenic bacteria.
used but recently the anaerobic
Then in the third stage the
is gaining importance. Biogas
methanogenic bacteria convert
technology can substantially
H 2, CO 2, and acetate, to CH 4
contribute to energy conservation
and CO2. The treatment process
and development, if the economic
of Bio- degradable portion of
viability and social acceptance of
Municipal Solid waste comes
biogas technology are favorable.
in the category of biological
Essentially, Bio-methanation
treatment that occurs with the
is a complex microbial process
help of aerobic and anaerobic
in which organic compounds
micro-organisms. Aerobic uses
are degraded into methane and
oxygen whereas anaerobic do not
carbon dioxide by a variety of
use any oxygen to function. In
anaerobes. This biogas has a low
most of the cases of treating Bioheating value and can be used
degradable portion of Municipal

Floating Gas-holder Type A digester tank or a well
is made out of concrete and it called the digester tank
T, which has two parts: the inlet and the outlet. The
inlet is from where slurry is transported to the tank,
which has a cylindrical dome is made of stainless
steel. This dome floats on the slurry and collects
the gas generated. That is why such a biogas plant
is known as floating gas holder type. Fermentation
of the slurry takes for about 50 days. The pressure
inside, increases when more gas is formed by
bacterial action. The gas is then transported out

BIOGAS DIRECTORY 4th Edition | Year 2017

through outlet pipe. The decomposed matter moves
into the next chamber in tank. By using the outlet
pipe this is then removed to the overflow tank, which
is used as manure for cultivation purposes. Fixed
dome Type - The dome are made out of MS / PP
/ PE / Nylon Fabric along with the base, the entire
potion is called the digester tank. Since the dome
is fixed, this gas plant is known as fixed dome type.
The manufacturing process is similar to the floating
holder type bio gas plant, where the slurry expands
and overflows into the overflow tank.
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The treatment of waste water
emerging from industries has
always proved to be difficult task
for disposal because of its typical
characteristics. The careless
discharge of industrial effluent and
sewage in land surface waters has
created environmental
hazards. To meet the standards
specified by the water pollution
control authorities, of waste-water
if treated properly and
efficiently it could be a source of
energy. Hence the innovative and
alternative technology for the
treatment of industrial wastes
has become main challenge for
environmental prevention and
protection of public health.
Bio-methanation Process Standard Model
(MAVERIK INC’s each project has its unique process flow based on infeed availability and end product specifications)

Important criteria for biogas plant construction: 1) The amount of waste material available for processing.
2)The amount of gas required for a specific use.

The most crucial aspect is the rationale for investing
in a biogas plant. We come across individuals who
want to invest in a biogas plant to go commercial
into selling of the final product - gas. We strongly
recommend that a decision based on such projection
would boomerang since these are projects essentially
aimed at minimizing impact of waste on environment

as fuel after desulfurization of
hydrogen sulfide. It is used as
a technique of biofuel recovery
from biomass and treatment
of biomass waste. Fermented
residues can be used for liquid
fertilizer and raw material for
compost.
Biogas Application Areas
Cooking One of the most
common use of biogas is for
cooking in a specially designed
burner. A biogas plant with a
capacity of 2 m3 is enough for
providing cooking fuel to a family
of four to five.
‘Lighting’ Another use of
biogas is lighting gas lamps. The
biogas required to power a 100
candle lamp (60W) is 0.13 m3
per hour.
‘Power generation’ This gas

and utilizing waste to convert / recycle into gas / power
to meet the captive demand for heat / energy. Selling
additional quantum of gas and manure is definitely
possible, but the investment has to be viewed as one
backed by social responsibility and not a commercial
frame of mind.

is also used to operate a dual-fuel
engine. It can replace up to 75%
of the diesel.
Benefits of Biogas Plants
A non-polluting and renewable
source of energy is created in
biogas plants. It is an excellent
way of energy conversion. Biogas
plants produce enriched organic
manure. This can be used as
fertilizers. Biogas as a gas provides
improvement in the environment,
and sanitation and hygiene. The
biogas plants provide a source for
decentralized power generation.
Most important of all, such plants
provide employment generation
in the rural areas.
Components of Biogas Plants
‘Inlet Pipe’ The slurry is moved
into the digester through the inlet
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pipe/tank.
‘Mixing Tank’ The feed
material like dung is gathered in
the mixing tank. Using sufficient
water, the material isthoroughly
mixed till homogeneous slurry
is formed.
‘Digester’ Inside the digester,
the slurry is fermented. Biogas
is produced through bacterial
action.
‘Gas Holder / Gas Storage’
Dome The biogas thus formed
gets collected in the gas holder.
It holds the gas till the time it is
transported for consumption.
‘Outlet Pipe’ The slurry is
discharged into the outlet tank.
This is done through the outlet
pipe or the opening in the digester.
‘Gas Pipeline’ The gas pipeline
carries the gas to the utilization
point like a stove or lamp.
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Interpreting relevance of a
Biogas Plant as an Investor
Environmental challenges of
today’s society are largely an
outcome of the changing lifestyle
leading to continuously increasing
production of organic wastes. In
several countries, sustainable
waste management as well as
waste prevention and reduction
have become major socio-political
priorities, representing an
important share of the common
efforts to reduce pollution and
greenhouse gas emissions and to
mitigate global climate changes.
Irrespective of where the investor
is planning a biogas project, the
problems posed by the need to
dispose waste exist in varying
proportions, enough to cause an
ecological imbalance.
One of the major problems of
stakeholders interested in biogas
technologies is the lack of a single
source of information about
the Anaerobic Digestion (AD)
process, the technical and nontechnical aspects of planning,

building and operating biogas
plants as well as about biogas
and digestate utilisation. This is
where MBPPL stands by their
clients as a single window service
provider - right from concept to
arranging the final marketing of
biogas generated and the organic
manure produced as a byproduct.
As an investor it is important to
understand that unlike fossil fuels,
biogas from AD is permanently
renewable, as it is produced on
biomass, which is actually a living
storage of solar energy through
photosynthesis. Biogas from AD
will not only improve the energy
balance of a country but also
make an important contribution
to the preservation of the natural
resources and to environmental
protection. Utilisation of fossil
fuels such as lignite, hard coal,
crude oil and natural gas converts
carbon, stored for millions of
years in the Earth’s crust, and
releases it as carbon dioxide
(CO2) into the atmosphere. An
increase of the current CO 2
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concentration in the atmosphere
causes global warming as carbon
dioxide is a greenhouse gas
(GHG). The combustion of biogas
also releases CO 2 . However,
the main difference, when
compared to fossil fuels, is that
the carbon in biogas was recently
up taken from the atmosphere,
by photosynthetic activity of
the plants. The carbon cycle of
biogas is thus closed within a
very short time (between one and
several years). Biogas production
by AD reduces also emissions
of methane (CH4) and nitrous
oxide (N2O) from storage and
utilisation of untreated animal
manure as fertiliser. The GHG
potential of methane is higher
than of carbon dioxide by 23
fold and of nitrous oxide by 296
fold. When biogas displaces fossil
fuels from energy production
and transport, a reduction of
emissions of CO 2 , CH 4 and
N2O will occur, contributing to
mitigate global warming.
Fossil fuels are limited
resources, concentrated in few
geographical areas of our planet.
This creates, for the countries
outside this area, a permanent and
insecure status of dependency on
import of energy. Developing and
implementing renewable energy
systems such as biogas from AD,
based on national and regional
biomass resources, will increase
security of national energy supply
and diminish dependency on
imported fuels. One of the main
advantages of biogas production
is the ability to transform waste
material into a valuable resource,
by using it as substrate for AD
process. BD
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Bioenergeticheskaya toplivnaya Companya, Vologda
Biokhimzavod, Kirov region
Sp arkaim, Khabarovsk
Kirov Hydrolytic plant, Kirov
doC plus, Bryansk region

gLre, great Lakes renewable energy, Hayward Wi
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50 000
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arp1

Zeni, esquina, Corrientes

arp2

BgF europe (Biogy), mendoza

arp3

Biogy, Corrientes

arp5
arp7
arp12

18 000
85 000
15 000

LipSia, misiones

20 000

gp energy, misiones

15 000

Lara S.a, entre rios

60 000C

auStraLia
aup01

pellet Heaters australia, new South Wales

aup02

plantation energy, albany

aup04

australian new energy, geelong

Hasslacher norica timber, preding

atp07

Johann pabst, Zeltweg

atp09

H+H pellets, Schilcher, Stainach

atp10

pfeifer, Kundl

Cottles Wood pellets, Summerford nL

Byp14
Byp15
Byp16
Byp17

Faktortekh, grodno
recybois, Virton
granubois, Bièvre
pellets mandi, Fleurus

Bep04

maK, Haimburg
rZ, Vöcklamarkt
Binderholz, Jenbach
Binderholz, St. georgen
german pellets (glechner), oberweis
Cycle energy , gaishorn
pfeifer, imst
rZ, Leiben bei melk
Ökowärme, reichraming
rZ, Bad St Leonhart
pelletswerk Waldviertel, eigl, rastenfeld
Binderholz, unternberg

atp41

Schmidt-energie, aspang

tahtsa pellets (pacific Flame)

Cap63

Lacroix Lumber, Hearst

Cap64

Canadian Biofuel, Springford, ontario

Cap65

resolute Forest products , thunder Bay on

90 000

Cap66

aurora Wood pellet, enterprise

Cap67

Lg granule, mashteuiatsh

20 000

Cap68

Kd Quality pellets, new Liskeard

10 000

Bgp05

ecokalor, Velingrad

30 000

Bgp08

ahira, plovdiv

40 000

Bgp16

Wiwa agrotex, alfatar

50 000

Bgp19

Sokola, peshtera

Bgp20

progetto ecologia , razlog

40 000

Cap02

25 000

20 000

28 850
10 500
20 000
10 000
30 000

Canada

46 000

Cap69
Cap70
Cap71
Cap73
Cap74
Cap75

pinnacle pellet inc, Quesnel BC

90 000

Cap03

premium pellet, Vanderhoof BC

190 000

40 000

Cap04

princeton Co-gen, princeton BC

18 000

Cap05

pinnacle pellet armstrong inc, armstrong BC

90 000
50 000

75 000

Cap06

pacific Bioenergy prince george BC

25 000

Cap07

Vanderwell-dansons, Slave Lake aB

60 000

10 000

Cap08

energex pellet Fuel, Lac-magentic pQ

120 000

Cap76

CLp02

Cnp017

dingliang Bioenergy, guangde, anhui

100 000

50 000

Fip26

paahtopuu oy, Juupajoki

Cnp018

Hubei Harmony energy technology, Wuhan, Hubei

Cnp008
Cnp009

guochang Bioenergy, Qingdao, Shandong
Hengtai Wood, Heze, Shandong

Hengcheng Bioenergy, Suzhou, Jiangsu
Hengsen Bioenergy, taicang, Jiangsu

Cnp039

Jianyong Biofuels, taicang, Jiangsu

Cnp040

36 000

Cnp084

24 000

Spacva, Vinkovci

Jucheng Bioenergy, guigang, guangxi
Changsheng Biofuel, nanning, guangxi
Hengyuan Bio-tech, danzhou, Hainan

dandong Jialin Bioenergy, dandong, Liaoning

Cnp053

daeshin greentech, daxing'anling, Heilongjiang

Cnp054

granergy Bio-pellets, muling, Heilongjiang
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Wanyou Bioenergy, yiyang, Hunan

Cnp057

dongsheng ecoBio-tech, yichun, Jiangxi

global times Bioenergy Co.Ltd, Huanggang, Hubei

Cnp063

Huawei Bioenergy, Ji'an, Jiangxi

yuyi energy tech., guangzhou, guangdong

ante-Holz gmbH, Bromskirchen-Somplar

52 000

gregor Ziegler thermospan, plössberg

dep20

BSVg Biostoffverwertungsgesellschaft Klix gmbH

dep23

Biopell gmbH, empfingen

dep24

eVS, Sägewerk Schwaiger, Hengersberg

dep26

pelletierwerk Schwedt, Schwedt

dep27

moselpellets, trier

40 000

dep31

german pellets, Wismar

12 000

dep33

Haas Holzprodukte, Falkenberg

dep35

pfeifer Holz, unterbernbach

dep36

Bio-energie mudau, mudau

dep37

Franken pellets, Stadtsteinach

10 000

Biogy, escuintla

Hup07

pannon pellet Kft, Belezna

Hup14

Hungaropellet, raklap es tüzep, Lajosmizse

90 000
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LVp20

Frix, Valmiera

LVp25

aKZ (earl. nelss,) aizkraukle

70 000

LVp27

priedaines, Varaklani

LVp30

Latgran, Kraslava
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LVp31

graanul invest, incukalns
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LVp34

ekobriketes Sia, Karsava

LVp35

Stali, Cesis

Hungary

Hup17

Fantazia agrofa, Cegléd
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inp03

ankit, Bengaluru
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green tech india, Bangalore
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mdL.metra duta Lestari, merauke
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idp02

Sararasa Biomass, riau
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global Logix Co. Ltd, Siak

10 000p

15 000
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german pellets, Herbrechtingen

256 000

dep40

Bayerwald pellet (Holz Schiller), regen
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india

30 000

german pellets, ettenheim

dep39

LVp37

newFuels, rezekne
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Baltic Wood, mazeikiai

Ltp07

graanul invest, alytus

Ltp08

granulita, Baisogala

Ltp10

Baltwood, Vilnius
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pLp37

pBH Zalubski, Jelcz Laskowice
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pLp38

Biopal i, Szczecin
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max parkiet, Żuromin
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pLp45

ekoplex, dzialdowo
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pLp50

Fabich, drawsko pomorskie

12 000
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Swedwood, resko

15 000

pLp52

Safari, Sztum
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pLp53

emg, Bialystok

LitHuania
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ecopowerplant, Kwilcz
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pellets power, gesfinu group, Viseu
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Sitta, Friuli Venezia giulia ud
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Segatifriuli, Friuli Venezia giulia
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detik aturan Sdn Bhd
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La tiesse, Cimadolmo tV
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Builders Biomass, Johor
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myp05

Shinheung Bio Sdn. Bhd.
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Friul pellet, Captiva del Friuli, Friuli Venezia giulia go
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excel energy global Sdn Bhd, petaling Jaya, Selangor
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Frp33
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palser, Serta
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Juwi Bio, morbach (rheinland-pfalz)
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pe.pe., azzana decimo, Friuli Venezia giulia
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myp10

nS landmark Sdn Bhd, gemencheh, negeri Sembilan
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german pellet, Sachsen-anhalt Süd, Heidegrund
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power pellets , eslohe
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dKp01

Vapo aS, Vildbjerg

30 000

dKp03

Vattenfall Biopillefabrik a/S, Köge
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dKp04

Bodilsen traepillefabrikken, nyköbing

18 000

dKp06

dLg Service, Års

12 000

dKp09

dansk träemballage, ribe

40 000

dKp11

genfa traepiller, Vinderup

ragt, albi

140 000

graanul invest, Helme graanul, patkula
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graanul invest, ebavere graanul

eep05
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Cellufuel, pärnu

24 000
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Stora enso, näpi

90 000

eep11

Stora enso, imavere
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Frp56

20 000

Frp58

Boisup, engenville
Coopedome, domagne
durepaire, Verdille

Frp67

alpes energie Bois, Le Cheylas

55 000

Frp76

Servary- Bioforest, St Vincent de tyrosse

18 000

Frp82

moulin energie Bois, dunieres auvergne

Frp83

Scierie Farges, egletons

180 000

Frp94

Sylvenergie picardie, marle

115 000

Frp96

Bioval, yssingeaux

105 000

Frp97

neeco sga, arlanc

40 000

Frp98
Frp99

2F investissements, Saint-girons

Frp100

Bourgogne pellets, aiserey

Frp101

Brenil pellets, La roche en Brenil

Frp104

Scierie albert Jung, Berling

Frp106

artois pellets, neuville

Frp107

Siat, urmatt

graanul invest, oÜ osula graanul, Varese

72 000

Cnp065

Lvyuan Bioenergy, dongguan, guangdong

36 000

Fip01

parkanon pellets, parkano

15 000

Cnp067

geguang Wood industry, Huzhou, Zhejiang

10 000

Fip02

Vapo oy, turengin pellettitehdas, turenki

70 000

Cnp068

Jiatong Wood tech., Huzhou, Zhejiang

24 000

Fip08

Vapo oy. Kärsämäki

30 000

Cnp069

dongyang Lvneng Bioenergy, Jinhua, Zhejiang
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Fip09

Vapo oy. Haukiineva, peräseinäjoki

Cnp070

yongkang Chuangneng new energy, Jinhua, Zhejiang

12 000

Fip11

FinLand
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Bioenergie Lozere -BC 48, mende

60 000

Frp109

agromi, Sept-Saulx

Vapo oy, ylistaro, Kylänpää

40 000

Frp110

archimbaud pellet Land, Labouheyre

30 000

Cnp072

Lvba Bioenergy, Jinhua, Zhejiang

36 000

Fip15

Savon Bioenergia oy, rantasalmi

10 000

Frp111

Cnp073

Heyu Bioenergy, Huzhou, Zhejiang

12 000

Fip18

Formados oy, Kuusamo

10 000

energiepellets (epo) (Westerwälder), oberhonnefeld

ep energiepellets Hosenfeld, Westerwälder, Hosenfeld
german pellets Sachsen, torgau

dep53

emil Steidle gmbH & Co. Kg, Sigmaringen

dep55

Schellinger, Krauchenwies

dep62

FireStixx Hartlietner, Ziertheim

68 000

dep63

Hot’ts oÖ (german pellets), pfarrkirchen

dep65

Hanse-pellet, Buchholz

10 000

dep80

eC Bioenergie, Kehl

50 000

dep83

nrW pellets (german pellets/rWe), erndtebrück

20 000

dep95

dorr Biomassehof, asch

60 000

dep96

eKo energy gmbH, rothenburg

50 000

dep98

rio Holzenergie, Juwi , Langelsheim, nieder Sachsen

dep100

oderland Holzpellets, Frankfurt

www.hrv.pt

dep101

eVo epress-Werk, offenbach

32 000

dep102

Westpellets gmbH & Co. Kg, titz ameln

80 000

dep103

eC Bioenergie, Hardegsen (Leinetal)

20 000
45 000

eC Bioenergie, mittenaar

dep105

german pellets ostsachsen, Löbau

80 000

dep106

Wun Bioenergie, german pellet, Wunsiedel

10 000

dep107

german pellets, Wilburgstetten

15 000

itp58

geminati pierino, Lombardia BS

20 000

itp59

imola Legno, emilia romagna Bo

50 000

itp61

melinka italia, Veneto Vr

antonelli roberto, monterchi (ar)

itp75

Casentian Woodcutter Srl, pratovecchio ar

Citatah nikkhsin Biomass, Sabah

Wood pellet Fuel, Huntly

nop01

arbaflame /pemco, Vestmarka

izdelava peletov in briketov, Jožica Cugmajster

pemco trepellets, Brumunddal
Vi-tre, røros

nop09

Forforedling Ba, Levanger

nop11

Hallingdal trepellets, Ål

Lantmännen agroenergi (SBe Latvia), talsi

LVp03

Latgranula/incukalna, riga

LVp04

Ced, (norvik), Cesu

12 000

pLp02

Barlinek, Barlinek

LVp08

Kurzemes granulas, Ventspils

70 000

pLp06

task, Kiszkowo

LVp09

Sia graanul invest, Launkalne

180 000

LVp10

Latgran, Jaunjelgava

LVp11

Latgran, Jekabpils

30 000
30 000
10 000
80 000
70 000

Biotech Fuels/gF energy, Howick
national Forest Coop Federation, yeoju
yangpyeong Forestry Cooperative, yangpyeong
danyang Forestry Cooperative, danyang
Shinyoung e&p, Cheongwon
punglim Corp, goesan-gun
WooJoogreen industrial Co, Ltd, Jeongseon-gun
Forestry Cooperative pohang, pohang
muju county office, muju
gyeonggi asphalt industrial Co., Ltd., pocheon-si
daxian Wood Ltd., gwangyang-si

pap01
35 000

pLp01

pLp13

techpellet, Stellep , Chaves

uSp59

maeder Bros Quality Wood pellets, Weidman mi

uSp61

michigan Wood Fuels, Holland mi

65 000

uSp64

Zilkha Biomass Crockett, Crockett, tX

uSp66

ozark Hardwood products, Seymour mo

uSp67

patterson Wood products, nacogdoches tX

12 500

uSp68

pennington Seed inc, greenfield, mo

12 500

uSp71

Vulcan Wood products, Vulcan mi

12 500

uSp73

Bear mountain Forest prod, Cascade Locks, or

12 000

uSp76

eureka pellet mills, eureka, mt

24 000

uSp77

Forest energy Corp., Show Low aZ

12 500

uSp78

Lignetics of idaho, Sandpoint id

12 500

uSp81

West oregon Wood products, Columbia City or

12 500

uSp82

pellet america Corp., appleton Wi

12 500

uSp83

West oregon Wood products, Banks or

uSp84

Bear mountain Forest prod, Brownsville or

uSp85

gulf Coast renewable energy, monroe La

40 000

uSp86

48 000

eureka pellet mills, Superior, mt

indeck Ladysmith, Ladysmith Wi

erta, albacete

Holzindustrie Schweighofer, radauti,

27 000

34 000

Blue mountain Lumber prod, pendleton or

20 000

uSp117

north idaho energy Logs, moyie Springs id

50 000

uSp118

rocky Canyon pellet Co, grangeville id

10 000

galpellet , ourense

20 000

uSp120

Frank pellets LLC, Lyons or

184 000C

uSp124

Vermont Wood pellet, north Clarendon Vt

10 000

uSp126

inferno Wood pellets, e providence, ri

12 000

uSp127

instantheat Wood pellets, addison ny

20 000

uSp129

northeast pellets, ashland, me

15 000

uSp131

Curran renewable energy, massena ny

Coterram, Leon

15 000

uSp133

Kirtland products, Boyne City, mi

BgF europe , La garrovilla, Badajoz

www.zhengchang.com

www.aebiom.org

www.vidaenergi.se

www.laxapellets.se

www.andritz.com
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arbor pellet, Salt Lake City, ut

uSp142

american Wood Fibers, marion, Va

uSp143

Lignetics of Virginia, Kenbridge Va

uSp144

nature's earth pellet energy, Laurinburg nC

320 000

uSp145

Southern indiana Hardwoods, St. anthony, in

10 000

67 000
40 000

Forssjö pellets, Katrineholm
neova, Forsnäs, Österbymo

110 000
54 000
95 000

uSp148
uSp149
uSp151
uSp153
uSp154

georgia Biomass (rWe), Waycross ga

enviva pellets northampton (enviva Lp), garysburg nC
german pellets texas ,Woodville, tX

enviva pellets Southampton, (enviva Lp) Franklin, Va

Lantmännen agroenergi, ulricehamn

85 000

Vida energi, Hok

45 000

Helsinge pellets, (oK eko. För.), edsbyn

55 000

Sep24

mockfjärds Biobränsle, mockfjärd

30 000

Sep26

SCa Bionorr, Stugun

20 000

Sep33

derome Bioenergi, Veddinge

70 000

Sep35

HmaB, Sveg

65 000

uSp171

Cate Street Capital, thermogen, millinocket

Sep38

rindi pellets, Älvdalen

70 000

uSp172

morehouse Bioenergy, (drax Biomass int.), Bastrop, La

Sep39

Södra timber Långasjö

40 000

uSp173

amite Bioenergy, (drax Biomass int.), gloster, mS

100 000

uSp174

First georgia Bioenergy, Waynesville, ga

25 000
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american Wood Fibers, Schofield, Wi

10 000

Stora enso, grums

85 000
110 000
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Varn Wood products, Hoboken, ga

Westervelt renewable energy, aliceville
Low Country Biomass, ridgeland, SC
F.e. Wood, Baldwin, me

new Biomass energy Quitman mS

rentech graanul oliver, Sylvania ga

Fram renewable Fuels, Hazlehurst, ga

general Biofuels georgia LLC, Sandersville, ga

Sep44

Fågelfors Hyvleri, Fågelfors

Sep45

norrlands trä, Härnösand

uSp177

deadwood Biofuels LLC, rapid City, Sd
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Falu energi, Falun

45 000

uSp178

equustock LLC, troy, Va
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Södra Cell, Värö

80 000C
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equustock LLC, raton, nm

50 000
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uddevalla energi, uddevala

80 000C
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equustock LLC, nacogdoches, tX

25 000
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Stenvalls trä, Sikfors
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equustock LLC, Jasper, aL

50 000
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Stockhorvan trä & pellets, Hultsfred

20 000
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equustock LLC, Clare, mi

11 000
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essex pallet & pellet, Keeseville, ny
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integro earth Fuels, greenville

52 000
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Bioenergi i Böta-Kvarn, ruda
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Bürli trocknungsanlage, Willisau
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tschopp Holzindustrie ag, Buttisholz

75 000

CHp03

aeK pellet, Solothurn

90 000
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Bartholdi pellets, Schmidshof

CHp10

Bestpellet, (Bösingen) dödingen

70 000

CHp15

Beniwood, gossau

CHp16

Valpellets Sa, uvrier/Sion
enerbois Sa, rueyres

65 000
40 000
25 000

tnp02

uKp02

green Wood industry, Zaghouan
Sogra, Sfax

Balcas Brites, enniskillen, northern ireland
Blazers Wood pellets, ruthin, Wales

uKp13

dalkia Bioenergy, Chilton

12 000

25 000

71 000

32 000

45 000

32 000
36 000
32 000
32 000
11 000t

triState Biofuels, Lemont Furnace, pa

50 000

Vulcan renewables, St augustine, FL

200 000C

uSp187

South Shore Biofuels, Lexington Ky

100 000p
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easy Heat Wood pellets, South Charleston, oH

uSp189

Blue Fire renewables, Fulton, Ca

uSp190

mallard Creek, rocklin, Ca

32 000
362 000p
54 000

20 000

uSp191

enova energy group, gordon, ga

500 000p

26 000

uSp192

enova energy group, Warrenton, ga

450 000p
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Henry County Hardwoods, paris, tn

uSp194

isabella pellet, Lake isabella, mi

uSp195

olympus pellets, Shelton, Wa

uSp196

pacific pellet, redmond, or

uSp197

Superior pellet Fuels, north pole, aK

uSp198

Westervelt renewable energy, aliceville, aL

35 000

55 000

30 000

uKp15

puffin pellets, Boyndie

uKp21

duffield Wood pellets, Futureenergy, yorkshire

30 000

uKp23

agripellets, alcester

24 000

uKp26

drax, yorkshire

12 000

uKp29

Verdo renewables Ltd, grangemouth, Scotland

58 000

uKp30

Verdo renewables Ltd, andover

45 000

52 000

ecopel, Kirovsk, Leningrad region

rup43

Biomag ecotechnology, petrozavodsk, Karelia republic

rup49

enisey, Krasnoyarsky region

rup53

Lesnye technology, tver region

12 000

uKp32

Land energy, girvan

rup59

Stod, tver region

80 000

rup63

emS-dnepr, Smolensk

14 000

uap02

Barlinek, Vinnica

24 000

rup64

Biogran, Karelia

60 000

uap03

itac group mukaschevo, pausching

75 000

rup66

Bioles, tver region

10 000

uap04

Barlinek, ivano Frankovsk, Kalvsji

24 000

rup68

granula, moscow region

24 000

uap06

pellet energy ukraine, emelchino, Zhytomyrski

50 000

rup73

pLK, tver region

12 000

uap08

ecoBio-top, ivano Frankivsk

10 000
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36 000
45 000
36 000
10 000
280 000

VeneZueLa
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Biogy, estado de Lara

Vnp01

Vinaconex, yen Bai

Vnp02

Hà thành group, Viet tri phu tho

Vnp03

duy dai Corp., da nang

Vnp04

dpS, dong nai

Vnp08

green energy, tien giang

Vnp09

Vinafood 1, dong thap

Vnp10

Biomass mekong, dong thap

25 000

Vietnam

15 000C

100 000

24 000
40 000

120 000

Biom, arkhangelskaya
ekoles, Kallinin-tver region
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Balcas Brites, invergordon, Scotland
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10 000

10 000

abacuswood, Bridgend, Wales

uKp04

72 000

280 000

19 000

united Kingdom
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500 000

400 000p

450 000C

60 000

tuniSia

tnp01

578 000

500 000C

450 000C

40 000

16 000
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500 000

250 000t
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savings 80 %
better than
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312 000p

american pellet Co., Corunna, mi

70 000

75 000

50 000

feature:

enviva pellets ahoskie, (enviva Lp) ahoskie, nC

Lantmännen agroenergi, norberg

Sep22

16 000

165 000

750 000

appalachian Wood pellets. (allegheny), Kingwood, WV

neova, Vaggeryd
Lantmännen agroenergi, malmbäck

Sep21
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ruSSia

50 000

Sep18
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www.detikaturan.com
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Sep43
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Southern resource, Ho Chi minh
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Plants with total installed capacity (metric tonnes)
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uKraine

47 496 830

Disclaimer
The purpose of this map is to provide an illustrative overview of activity in
the global biomass fuel pellet industry and intended as an informational
product only. The data is for 2013 and was collected Jan/Feb 2014. Plants
with an installed capacity of 10 000 metric tonnes or more per year are
listed. This does not reflect actual production output.
“P” denotes planned, “C” denotes under construction and “T” denotes
torrefied or steam exploded. The publishers cannot accept any responsibility whatsoever for any inaccuracies or omissions nor be held liable for any
actions taken based on the information provided.
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Packaging line supplier for wood pellets

www.nikkhsin.com

malheur pellet mill, (ochoco Lumber), John day or

uSp139

rup36

www.forssjopellets.se

G M BH

uSp137

40 000

pemco träpellets, Säffle
Laxå pellets, (oK eko. För.), Laxå

25 000

Sep16

Pioneers in Biomass Pelleting &
Downstream Processing
Of Agriculture Waste

Leading bulk terminal
in the Stockholm area
- sea, road and rail.

250 000 m2 storage area • 1 000 m quays • 8 000 m rail tracks • 16,5 m water depth

Oxhamn_Leading bulk terminal _60x20 mm.indd 1

neova, Främlingshem, Valbo
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linkedin.com/company/pellet-association-malaysia

www.teccon.at

www.statkraftbiomasstrading.com

storaensopellets.se

+46(0)155-25 80 00 • www.oxhamn.se

www.lachenmeier-monsun.com
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neova, Ljusne

Sep10
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SCa Bionorr, Härnösand

Sep09

14 000

130 000

Skellefteå Kraft, Hedensbyn, Skellefteå

Sep06

27 000

100 000

www.firefly.se

www.orient-biofuel.com

www.fisker.as
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Bioenergi i Luleå, Luleå
Klintpellets , robertsfors

Sep04

10 000

facebook.com/pelletsassociationmalaysia

www.cogentind.com

pajala Bioenergi, pajala

Sep03
Sep05

36 000

124 000

Holzindustrie Schweighofer, Comanesti
Brilit, Veliky novgorod

68 000

82 000

manke Lumber Co., tacoma Wa

uSp116

60 000

40 000

ecolemn products, Caransebes

81 000

new england Wood pellets, deposit ny

Woodgrain millwork, prineville or

uSp115

10 000

125 000

romania

Holzindustrie Schweighofer, Sebes

eco energ Lemn (eeL), Campulung la tisa

65 000

uSp113

uSp114

70 000
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mancomunidad anso , Huesca

Bioterna, Sangüesa

aprovechamientos energeticos del Campo S.L

15 000
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Burpellets, dona Santos, Burgos

150 000

ireLand

Laois Sawmills Ltd, portlaoise
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90 000
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Biomasa Forestal, as pontes-a Coruna

115 000

Calorpel, orkoien-pamplona, navarra

90 000

rop06

60 000
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eden pellets, Chesapeake, Va
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rop05

25 000

Carolina Wood pellets, macon County nC
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rop03

54 000

Biomass energy LLC, Bumpass, Va
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104 000
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geneva Wood Fuels, Strong, me
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Horizon Bioenergi, Stramproy green, Steenwijk

18 000

30 000

Confluence energy, Walden Co
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topell energy, rWe , duiven

12 000

45 000

o'malley Wood pellets, tappahannock Va
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plan Biomass Co., Ltd.
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75 000

uSp101

35 000
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reciclados Lucena, Lucena
amatex S.a., Soria

pellet y Virutas de galcia, ourense

plospan Bio-energy BV, Waardenburg
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55 000

32 000
10 000
35 000
14 000

magina energie, Jaén

pelets de la mancha, Ciudad real

energy pellets moerdijk, moerdijk

15 000

36 000

105 000

marth peshtigo pellet Company, peshtigo Wi

uSp98
uSp99

nLp05
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100 000

Lee energy Solutions, Crossville aL

uSp97

nLp04
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15 000

Confluence energy, Kremmling Co
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tHp01

40 000

40 000
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Briar Creek Wood Fibers, Sylvania ga
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nLp03

12 000

40 000
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enviva pellets Wiggins, perkinston mS
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nLp01

150 000
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maine Wood pellets, athens me
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25 000

135 000

20 000

marth Wood Shaving Supply, marathon Wi
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12 500p

Caryse, Villaseca de la Sagra, toledo

ecowarm de galicia, a Coruna
ribsa, Burgos

rebrot i paistatge, Barcelona
enerbio, Sant marti d'albars
ebaki, ebepellet, muxika
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Sylva, Koscierzyna, Wiele
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Fiber resources, pine Bluff ar

naparpellet, navarra

10 000

30 000
105 000

equustock, Chester, Va

13 000

100 000

eko-orneta, orneta

25 000

enviva pellets amory, amory mS

40 000

100 000

Libero, Kuczbork

50 000

Wood pellets C&C Smith Lumber Co., Summerhill pa

65 000

techpellet, Famalicao

20 000

Biogy, Chiriqui
arno-eko, Szczecin

80 000

turman Hardwood Flooring, galax Va

Vivero Central, Valladolid

40 000

30 000

140 000

pa pellets, (Biomaxx inc.) ulysses pa
potomac Supply Corp., Kinsale Va

40 000

pellets First, enerpellets, alcobaca

pLp25

Lignetics of West Virginia, glenville WV

50 000

melpellets, melgaço

pLp29

60 000

Hassell & Hughes Lumber Company, Collinwood tn

12 000

Vimasol, Celorico

92 000

45 000

Hamer pellet Fuel, elkins WV

45 000

Lusoparquete, oliveira de azemeis

175 000

120 000

greene team pellet Fuel, Carmichaels

rockwood premium Fuel pellets, the rock ga

ptp29

10 000

90 000

energex american inc. mifflintown pa

ecoforest, toledo

100 000

60 000

45 000

dry Creek products, arcade ny

Koetter & Smith, Borden in

ptp28

ptp31

40 000

Barefoot pellet Company, troy pa

Spearfish Forest product, Spearfish, Sd

ptp23

poLand

80 000

enerpellets, pedrogao grande

ptp18

75 000

allegheny pellet Corp., youngsville, pa

Fiber By-products, White pigeon mi

uSp60

eC Biomass Fuel pellets, port elizabeth

Corinth Wood pellets, Corinth me

dejno's inc, Kenosha Wi

ptp20

panama

25 000

LatVia

(JaF group), novalenha , oleiros

ptp16

uSp41

american Wood Fibers, Circleville oH

60 000

norWay
nop02
nop05

miyazaki Wood pellet, miyazaki

LVp01

75 000

grupo Visabeira pinewells Sa arganil

ptp15

uSp37

Southern Kentucky Hardwood Flooring, gamaliel Ky

60 000

iep03

nature Flame, Solid Fuls, tuopo

nZp04

30 000
15 000
15 000
20 000

Biomass recycling Center, okinawa

Jpp05

75 000

ante Holz gmbH, rottleberode
pfeifer Holz, Lauterbach

ptp14

uSp36

Somerset pellet Fuel, Somerset Ky

30 000

15 600

uSp32

uSp44

60 000

neW

nature Flame, Solid energy renewable Fuels rotorua

nZp03

15 000

Forest energy Kadokawa (mitsubishi), miyazaki

Jpp04

30 000

rio Holzenergie, Juwi, Bad arolsen

dep113
dep114

36 000

56 000C

nZp01

20 000

Jpp03

75 000

60 000p

rio Holzenergie, Juwi, dotternhausen,

dep111

60 000

hEat & powER
World’s first
coal to advance
biomass plant
d
conversion.

20 000

10 000

meiken Lamwood, okayama
Hita Shigen Kaihatsu, oita

Vektra-Jakic, pljevlje
neW ZeaLand

120 000

i Leprotti, abbiatgrasso(mi)
Japan

Jpp01
Jpp02

115 000

german pellets, Sachen-anhalt nord, oranienbaum

dep110

www.uniconfort.com – ITALY

itp77

mep01

20 000

meridiana Legnami, Scalo - potenza, Basilicata

itp73

70 000

montenegro

30 000

italiana pellets Spa, pavia, Lombardia
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60 000

20 000

myp11

50 000

itp66

50 000
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Spessart Holz energie (SHe), dorfprozelten

dep109

Baust Holzbetrieb, eslohe Bremke

maLaySia

spotlight
Aviation and
biofuels
(part three).

Braga Spa, Casalmaggiore, Lombaridia

120 000

dep108

65 000
40 000
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dep112

itaLy

itp45
itp50

90 000

dep104

50 000

100 000

germany

www.barlinek.com

30 000

23 400

10 000

100 000

80 000

Biosyl, Cosne Cours sur Loire

dep45
dep46
dep52

50 000
10 000

80 000

eC Bioenergie, dijon

25 000
100 000
250 000p
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Baida new energy, dongguan, guangdong
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10 000
90 000
50 000

100 000

50 000

75 000

eStonia
eep01

24 000
24 000
18 000

Sica grasasa, Sainte Sabine en Born
Sundeshy, noirlieu

piveteau, Sainte Florence
aswood, Bolleville
eo2 , Herment
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Frp26
Frp27

54 000

uSp26
uSp29
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SWitZerLand

80 000
50 000

30 000
40 000

denmarK

144 000
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SCa nuestrompadreJesus, Jabalquinto

portugaL

Frp17

25 000

Chanovice, Horovice
pfeifer, Holzindustrie donau, trhanov

CZeCH repuBLiC

150 000

www.pellasx.eu

Sakkas, Karditsa
guatemaLa

gtp01

90 000

150 000

256 000

dep38

88 000
30 000

Frp15

30 000

mayr-meinhof, paskov

Biomass Boilers and Plants

www.grecon.de

grp02

120 000

100 000
15 000

85 000
40 000
40 000
35 000

22 000

moderator, udbina

100 000
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dep09
dep17

18 000
25 000
16 000
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biogas
Bio-CNG, a
growth
opportunity
in China.

tartak olczyk, Krasocin

gamauf, poljana

72 000

Zhongxin Bioenergy, ganzhou, Jiangxi
Jianwei pellets, ganzhou, Jiangxi
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natural energie deshydrome, Le grand Serre

Stelmet, Zielona gora

pLp35

Visevica Komp, perusic

12 000

Cnp058
Cnp059
Cnp060

archimbaud Scierie, Secondigne sur Belle
alpha Luzerne, pratz
Sodem, marchezais

Vert deshy, meximieux

Frp14

pLp30

12 000

Finvestcorp, Cabar

tiange Bioenergy, Zhengzhou, Henan

Cnp052

Cnp048

Sofag, arc Sous Cicon

Frp07
Frp08
Frp10
Frp11

150 000 C

energy pellets, delnice

Cnp045
Cnp050

alpin pellet, tournon

Frp05

ecosource, aluksne

CZp05

premium pellets, golcuv Jenikov

50 000

Cogra, mende
SCa de la Haute Seine, Baigneux les Juifs

Frp04

50 000

Latgran, gulbeene

LVp19

Hrp10

CZp11

40 000

40 000
20 000

Stora enso, Kitee
FranCe

Frp01
Frp03

10 000

Bioenergy Hellas, Larisa

Hrp09

CZp08

12 000

m-pelletti oy, Kuhmo

Fip34

12 000
50 000

LVp15
10 000

greeCe
grp01

Hrp05

CZp09

120 000

umacon oy, Luumäki

Fip33

60 000

100 000

100 000

42 000
120 000

Hrp02

100 000

100 000

Fip27

36 000

1Heiz Holzpellets, Straubing

Hrp04

60 000
60 000
60 000
200 000

Sanli new energy, nanyang, Henan

50 000p

12 000

100 000

pEllEts
Fibre tenure
issues in BC,
Heat bull and
bear in EU.

V&g Bioenergias del mundo
CoSta riCa
BgF europe , Katira
Croatia

Hrp01

Westerwälder Holzpellets, Langenbach

dep06

20 000

di-tian-tai Bioenergy, Liaocheng, Shandong
Hongyi Biofuels, Linyi, Shandong

Cnp044

Senyuan Bioenergy, Zibo, Shandong

dep04

60 000

15 000

24 000
36 000

Cnp042
Cnp043

Cnp041

100 000

120 000
12 000

Hanyoung Bioenergy, Suqian, Jiangsu

Hengfa Bioenergy, guangyuan, Sichuan
CoLomBia

Cop1
Crp01

24 000

Honghao Bioenergy, dongguan, guangdong
Kaisheng Bioenergy, dongguan, guangdong
yue-sen energy tech., Foshan, guangdong

Cnp037
Cnp038

30 000

Zhongsen Bioenergy, Foshan, guangdong
Xiongxian niubao Straw processing, Baoding, Hebei
Harbin KingStone Biomass energy, Haerbin, Heilongjiang

muziyuan thermal tech., Linyi, Shandong
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Cnp082

12 000
96 000

puning daba meijing pellets, Jieyang, guangdong

Cnp034
Cnp035
Cnp036

8 000

80 000

Cnp051

Baolv biotechnology, dongguan, guangdong
anJi greenergy Biofuel Ltd, anji, Zhejiang

Xintiandi Bioenergy, tai'an, Shandong

Lanlin energy tech., Changsha, Hunan

Cnp080

15 000

dayang new energy, Huzhou, Zhejiang
Zhejiang Zhongji new energy, Huzhou, Zhejiang
guoshi eco pellets, Foshan, guangdong

Cnp033

40 000

40 000

Shengchang Bioenergy S&t, Beijing

Cnp012

Linxiang meifuxin Bioenergy, yueyang, Hunan

Cnp079

Viaspace green energy, yingde, guangdong

Cnp030
Cnp031
Cnp032
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35 000

Xianhu, Shenyang, Liaoning
Huafeng agr. biotechn., yangzhong, Jiangsu
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muai Bio tech., Quanzhou, Fujian

Cnp078

100 000

Hongsen Wood industry, Chengde, Hebei

Cnp027
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50 000p

ecopellets, pudahuel

Bioene Bioenergy, guangzhou, guangdong
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taiheHuixin energy tech., yancheng, Jiangsu

Cnp077
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Xuzhou Wanguo Bioenergy tech., Xuzhou, Jiangsu

Cnp026

22 000

190 000p

andes Biopellets, Santa Bárbara

Baohua Bioenergy, ganzhou, Jiangxi

Cnp014

Cnp076

60 000
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Foshan Woodsun Wood industry, Foshan, guangdong

Cnp025

67 000

80 000p

500 000p

Cottles island Lumber, Summerford, nL

Cnp013

10 000

Cnp007

ainengjie new energy, Jiangyan, Jiangsu
ganxin manufactory, dongguan, guangdong
Zhongshou Bioenergy, dongguan, guangdong
Xiamen Zhongruilu, Xiamen, Fujian
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120 000p

protocol Biomass, marathon

60 000

marwood, Fredericton nB

Cnp005

Cnp019
Cnp020
Cnp022
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50 000
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250 000p

100 000

nations energy, Kamloops

25 000

La Crete premium pellets, La Crete aB
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50 000

75 000
10 000

400 000

200 000C
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muskoka timber, Bracebridge

150 000

FootHills, grande Cache aB

Cap18

40 000

Versowood oy, Vierumäki, Heinola

atlantic Fiber resources, Chandler

pinnacle-Canfor, Houston BC

Cap17

150 000

Vapo oy, Vilppula

Fip25

protocol Biomass, prescott

Viridis (okanagan pell., Kelowna BC

Cap16

110 000

Fip24

20 000

miramichi premium pellet, miramichi

pinnacle pellet WL inc, Williams Lake BC
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20 000C
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BIOLOGICALS
AND BMPS -

A MODERN DIGESTER’S
BLUEPRINT FOR SUCCESS?
By Will Charlton

I

t’s the 10th Century BC,
you w a l k i nto one of
several heated baths in the
Assyrian Empires Capital
after a long hot day. In the 16th
Century AD you do the same
with Persian Baths. In Victorian
London, you find yourself

walking along the streets of
a lighted London. What do
these events in history have in
common? They all utilize that
same source of energy, one of
the oldest and most renewable
sources of energy – Biogas from
Anaerobic Digestion.
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Even without technological
advances, or engineering
marvels, these baths of Persia,
Assyria and others as well as
the lighted lamps of Victorian
L ond on t he y a l l op e r ate d
efficiently and without fail. Of
the more common renewable
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e n e rg y s ou rc e s , Bi o g a s i s
one of the oldest, and the
most sustainable, because it
functions because of hundreds
of thousands and millions of
employees work just for food
and bed. These employees,
which we cannot see with the
naked eye, we did not even
fully understand (and still even
do not fully understand or
appreciate). These microbes do
amazing things for us, however
we often forget to pay homage
to their work and efforts.
Anaerobic Digestion
The Anaerobic Digestive
process, unlike most any other
energy producing process relies
upon a workforce we do not
see, these microbes consist of
bacteria, and methanogens
wor k i ng h an d i n h an d to
achieve the best results they
can. They work together as a
tight fit network of employees,
aiming for perfection. In their
world perfection is making the
most available food sources
accessible for the next in their
assembly line. To give equally
for what they take, the bacteria
work to break down the carbon
compounds into lower fatty
acid chains, these lower fatty
acid chains we call Volatile
Fatty Acids, are the ones that
Methanogens use to convert
with Hydrogen into Methane
gas. Along with producing Low
chain carbons, many of these
bacteria also produce a waste
product of either Hydrogen
or m ore c omp l e x C a r b on
Dioxide gas. Methanogens
use these volatile fatty acids and
even Carbon Dioxide as food
sources, and the Hydrogen as
an energy source as they devour
these and produce methane
gas in combination with other
gases that were produced by

other bacteria.
By ensuring we have the
r i g ht B a c te r i a to work i n
conjecture with our Friendly
neighborhood methanogens
we can achieve higher than
anticipated yields. Ever wonder
why some digesters thrive
at 75% Methane and other
stumble and struggle at 40%,
yes Engineering does have a
part to play in this, but not as
significantly as you may think.
Biology is equally important
setting the groundwork for
good biology by knowing which
biolog y works best for the
feedstocks you have is a vital
component to your success.
To figure out which biology
works best, without impairing
or risking the success of your
current production we are
called to utilize Biochemical
Methane Potential Test Systems
(BMP), methods by which we
can simulate our exact criteria,
our mixing timings and speeds,
our operating temperatures and
even using the exact feedstocks
ma kes a dif ference as t he
naturally occurring biology is
different in one region then it is
in another. We may find strong
sulfate consuming bacteria
as a part of a recipe in Sulfur
rich water regions, but find
more aggressive hungry carbon
munchers like Clostridium
in another region. It is so
important to use what you
natura l ly have and f ind a
compliment to help it work
more effectively. To do this we
may find that simple enzymes
that stimulate our current
biology may be enough, other
times we may find the need
for introducing additional
bacteria to help breakdown
those longer chain bacteria we
have. Whatever the solution,
in the era we live, there is
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plenty of options and plenty of
opportunities to find the right
solutions. It may take 10 tries,
maybe 20 tries, but if we are
patient and continue to pound
at it, we will find the solutions
that fit for our digesters.
Technology has advanced
over the last millennium since
Anaerobic Digestion was first
intro duced into the world
of man, but it has only been
recently with our growth of
understanding of the microbial
world, that we have grown to
understand the use of outside
microbial additives (whether
t h at b e s i mp l y m i c r o b i a l
additives thems elves, or a
media to promote a healthier
microbial atmosphere, or even
a combination of both). This
understanding of the microbial
w o r l d i s n e w, e v e n o u r
understanding of the microbes
themselves is still evolving.
It’s only been in the last couple
decades that we understood
that Archaea (the class of
organisms that Methanogens
belong to) is not even a true
bacterium. The world went
through its technical revolution
and is now entering, what one
could refer to as the microbial
revolution. Where once we
thought everything needed to
be steamed and made void of
biology, we now understand
some of these biological entities
are our friends. This friendship
extends to our energy
production within anaerobic
digestion.
Digester Health
We often mistakenly assume
that this biology will evolve to
suit our needs, forgetting that
these organisms, like ourselves
are subjective to specific living
conditions and that going
outside of those conditions
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creates a toxic environment.
That overloading with metals
or minerals can equally become
as toxic to these bacteria and
Archaea that we rely upon
as our work force, as it can
be upon ourselves. These
digesters can obtain upset
stomachs and upset biology just
as we do. Just as occasionally
we are required to watch our
diet, we need to do the same
for our digesters. Finally just
as happens, when we cannot
watch our dietary intake, we
sometimes need to inoculate
our food intake with minerals,
vitamins and even probiotics
(foreign bacteria meant to
help force our stomachs to a
balanced condition), so too we
sometimes, in fact more often
than not, must inoculate these
digesters we invest in with
bacteria friendly to the food
sources we are in taking to
allow it to simply break down
into a more friendly condition
that our friendly Methanogens
can more readily consume
leaving us with our desired

CH4 gas output in as high of a
percentage of our overall gas as
is possible.
To understand this process
let’s start from the backend
and work our way frontwards
to the start. In the end we
wish to see Methane gas, in
as high as possible a form in
our total biogas. We know
from research and practical
application both, that we can
see 70% CH4 or, on occasion
higher, in a healthy digester
system, as was described earlier.
So how do we get there? How
do we get to the Holy Grail
that we all know is possible
but s t r u g g l e s o a i m l e s s l y
to acquire? The t hing to
understand is this, Methane gas
is produced by Methanogens,
and Methanogens prefer fatty
acid chains that are 1-6 carbons
in length, they prefer simple
foods, and not complicated
ones. These fatty acids are
known as Volatile Fatty acids.
For this to occur, in enter our
trusty bacteria friends.
As much as any process,
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this process of breaking down
the fatty acid chains is likely
the most important step in
the entire process. To break
down these mid to long chain
and even very long chain fatty
acids into simpler fatty acid
chains that the methanogens
can consume is a key for every
digesters efficiency. Whether
we break down these chains
using ultra-sonic or other
mechanical methodologies or
spend our resources working
on ensuring the right biology
to do this is present, or even a
combination of the two, this is
the key stage for an anaerobic
digesters productivity. How
well these fatty acid chains get
broken down into more amiable
forms is what allows a digester
to be successful (in terms of
productiveness).
So how can we find out
what is the right bacterial
amendment for my digester?
The simplest thing to do is
to perform side by side BMP
analysis utilizing your standard
operational procedure and
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typical feedstocks, against
potential biological additives
offered in the industry. In this
manner one can dictate the
production capabilities of their
digester with and without these
biological additives. Truly
ans we r i ng for t h e ms e l ve s
whether or not it is worth the
cost, the time and the effort to
do these additives. Do these
additives result in enough
increase to justify those costs?
In this writer’s experience, I
have yet to see a situation where
we did not find a product that
was the perfect solution to far
exceed their current production
levels. In some cases these
increases were to the magnitude
of 200% increase.  In others it
was a meagre 30% increase
in production. Regardless of
those, this writer has yet to see
a situation where biological
additives have not increased a
digesters production. In over
20 digester simulations we have
seen increases 100% of the time
over the standard input. Don’t
take my word for it, test it. But

don’t just test one, find about a
dozen to test against, and find
that perfect additive for your
digester system!
Getting It Right
BMPs and Biologicals are a very
important tool combination
for anaerobic digesters. Many
debate the efficiency of BMP
work as being typically 25-30%
of, but the reality is in the way
the BMP work is completed. If
it uses a biological inoculant
that the digester is not utilizing,
then the overall results can
easily be 25% or even 50% off
Typically, when we start a
BMP test we find a suitable
seed material to use to kick
start the trials. When we start
up an Anaerobic digester we
rely on what is naturally there
to do its job. The problem is
right there, naturally occurring
versus optimization. When
we rely on present microbial
populations that are inert in the
materials we are getting, what
we get. Sort of like looking at
a crowd of people, each with a
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random number, and we pick
a number out of a hat, and the
person with the correlating
number races for us.
First we are gambling that s/
he has the speed necessary, what
about the athletic conditioning?
More important, what if that
person does not want to run?
No w r e p e a t t h a t s a m e
selection protocol, except you
are at an Olympic stadium
watching the runners. You get
to select which one(s) that you
think would be best based on
their performance and you pick
that person.
So, whose runner will likely
win? The random joe picked
from the audience? Or the
professional athlete?
This is the same with
anaerobic digestion. If we
rely on what we get, then we
must believe that the biology
we want may not be there.
Anaerobic Digestion is a multistep process, weakening of long
fatty acid strands in a hydrolysis
stage, then bac teria break
that down and make it more
available for the methanogens.
Finally, the last stage is when
the methanogens take that feed
source and finish it off making
methane from the available
fatty acids (commonly referred
to as Volatile Fatty Acids).
Bacterial optimization
If we do not find the best
p ossible b ac ter ia t hat can
aggressively target those
specific fatty acid chains in
our feedstock, then we leave
carbon compounds with longer
fatty acid chains, and we will
not be able to break those down
efficiently.
Why are BMP results so
different than actual real life
results? This is a question you
have likely had or seen raised
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by others.
If you seed your Digester
only once, then over time
you lose the benefits of the
introduced bacteria. As these
populations either wither away
or are diluted to non-existence.
In a BMP it’s a batch reactor,
working under the assumption
that you feed your Digester the
same constantly.
When you’re a farmer do
you fertilize your soil once and
that’s it forever? If you receive
a medical doctorate degree
do you stop learning the new
advances in medicine? Why
as digester operators would
we want to stop after only one
treatment?
Us u a l l y w e “s e e d” o u r
d i g e s t e r s an d fe e l t h at i s
sufficient, but gradually over
just a short time, the effects go
away. We lose those benefits. If
they are not replenished, then
like fertilizer in the soil, they
wane and eventually disappear.
And when that happens the
fruits of our efforts are not fully
realized. We miss optimizing
our labor and productivity.

Efficiency is Key
Remember, soil needs to be
fertilized, a medical professional
never stops learning, an athlete
ne ver stops t raining . We
should be no different, fertilize
your Digester with the right
blends of nutrients and metals.
Make sure your staff are well
enough educated to look for
the red flags and to know the
yellow flags when they first
start to appear. And ensure you
always keep your Digester well
trained and in top mechanical
condition. Make sure your
digester is working to its best
ability, don’t short change
your success by limiting your
digesters biological capability
to fully process all that carbon
into energy.
Your biology is 1/3 your
success. As everyone knows
in business t he dif ference
between the red and the black
can sometimes be as small as
a 10% factor.   So why throw
33% away and run with 33% or
66% of your digester projects
efficiency?
A final way to look at this
is you start with 100% Carbon,
and the amount of that carbon
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that is immediately Volatile is
what is typically “convertible”
Carbon to methane, but the
remaining carbon that is in
longer chains can have a portion
of that broken down to be made
available and readily consumed
by our methanogens. The
percentage of that remaining
carbon that becomes available,
or Volatile, is up to you, and up
to the amount of work you put
in to finding the right biology
to take your digester to a brandnew level of success.
Where there is a will, there
is a way, find the will to succeed
by applying the sciences and
t e c h n o l o g i e s av a i l a b l e t o
us today to your digesters
successful operations.
Together, we can uncover
the mystery of the black box
one microbe and one digester
at a time!
BD
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BIOGAS CLEANING
AND CONDITIONING:
A REQUIREMENT FOR
OPTIMAL OPERATION OF
CHP SYSTEMS
By Dr. Joaquín Reina Hernández

B

iogas is an inexhaustible source of clean, renewable energy of which the has many uses. It
is one of the most accessible types of renewable energies, due to the ease with which it can
be obtained. Moreover, biogas causes less air pollution and constitutes a viable alternative
to the depletion of fossil fuels, such as natural gas and oil of which the price has been
increasing in recent years.
Biogas must be seen from two different points of view though; The feedstock it is derived from
and its composition.
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Feedstock? What are the
materials by which biogas is
formed? Biogas is characterized
by its high level of methane
(CH 4 ) content. This g ives
the gas its value as a fuel.
The methane level can vary
over a wide range which can
fluctuate from 30 to 75% and
this determines the quality of
the biogas.
Composition? Biogas is a
gaseous mixture of Methane
and a variety of other gases such
as CO 2, N 2, O 2, H 2 and other
harmful components such as
H 2 S, water vapor, siloxane,
hydrocarbon both heavy and
halogenated, dust, particle and
foam.
For the adequate use of
biogas as biofuel in a CHP
(combined heat and power)
system or for biomet hane
production, it requires
conditioning to remove or

reduce all these compounds.
What kind of biogas is there?
There are basically two types
biogas are in production:
• Biogas from uncontrolled
systems or produced
naturally, such as landfill
gas. This kind of biogas
is charac ter ize d by t he
presence of moisture
(water vapor), siloxanes,
halogenated gases, heavy
hydrocarbons, and,
sometimes, hydrogen
sulfide (H2S).
• Biogas f rom cont rol le d
systems, i.e. the anaerobic
digestion. In this case, the
operating conditions can be
controlled and monitored.
Where anaerobic digestion
is concerned, there are a
wide range of possibilities
related with the process and
its equipment.

Some examples of controlled
systems are:
• Biogas from wastewater
treatment plants or sewage
gas. This is the most
complex type of biogas due
to the number of pollutants
- siloxanes, H2S, NH3, foam,
particles and water vapor
and hydrocarbon in minor
quantities are found.
• Biogas from organic
f r a c t i on s of mu n i c ip a l
solid waste. This biogas has
contaminants like H2S, NH,
foam, particles and water
vapor and in some cases
hydrocarbons.
• Biogas from farming waste.
Biogas mainly appears with
contaminants such as H2S,
NH 3 , foam, particles and
water vapor.
• Biogas from the food
i n d u s t r y. B i o g a s f r o m
industries like beer

Agricultural
Waste

WWTP Sludge

Industrial
Waste

MSW Landfills

%

%

%

%

Methane

50-80

50-80

50-70

45-65

Combustible

CO2

30-50

20-50

30-50

34-55

Inert

Saturation

Saturation

Saturation

Saturation

Harmful

H2

0-2

0-5

0-2

0-1

Combustible

H2s

100-7000ppm

0-1

0-8

0,5-3000ppm

Corrosive

NH3

50-100mg/m3

Traces

Traces

Traces

Corrosive

CO

0-1

0-1

0-1

Traces

Combustible

N2

0-1

0-3

0-1

0-20

Inert

O2

0-1

0-1

0-1

0-5

Corrosive

Siloxanes

NR

0-100 mg/m3

NR

0-50 mg/m3

Abrassive

HHC

NR

NR

10-4000 mg/m3

Harmful

Gases

Vap H2O

Effect

Table 1:
NR: Not Reported
HHC:Heavy Hydrocarbons and Halogenated Compounds (Cl, F, Br)
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Flow
Temperature

1.320

Nm3/h

46.1

0

50

Temperature outlet

25 0C

mbar

Pressure outlet

30 mbar

86.7

kg/h

Water Vapor outlet

20kg/h

Components

Inlet (mg/Nm3)

Outlet (mg/Nm3)

Removal yield

Energy save %

Siloxane

25

<1

>96

20

H 2S

120

<1

>99,2

Hydrocarbon

800

<20

>97,5

Weight A.C.

3,500,00

kg

No Filter

1

Useful Life

2

Months

Cost CA

1,75

€/kg

inlet

Pressure inlet
Wter Vapor

inlet

C

Table 2, shows the result reaching by the technology Biolimp-MPdry on the biogas cleaning.

breweries, dairy farms and
meat processing factories
are recognized for their high
quantity of: H2S, NH3, foam
and water vapor.
For these reasons, to use
the biogas as a biofuel, it is
a requirement that all these
dangerous components are
removed. Table 1, shows the
d i f f e re nt k i n d s o f b i o g a s
according to its source and its
typical composition.
Why does the quality of
biogas need to be improved?
Biogas cleaning is a very
important aspect for:
1. T h e opt i m a l op e r at i on
of machines and vehicles
involved in its use as biofuel,
such as engines, turbines,
boilers, fuel cells, trucks,
cars, etc.
2. Reduced cost of maintenance
(repair, spare part and oil
change) of the machines.

3. For the long useful life of the
machines and equipment
used for pumping,
extraction and compression
(blowers and compressors).
4. Cleaner emissions from
exhaust gases of the
machines involved in energy
production like engines,
turbines and boilers.
5. Avoid toxic concentrations
for workers involved in the
operation of biogas plants,
especially those with H2S
and aldehydes.
6. Avoi d a c c u mu l at i on of
condensate in the piping
system, as wel l as acid
production and the bad
operation of the piping
system.

decreases the lower heat value
of biogas. It must be removed
as lowering the lower heat
value affects the energetic
yield of CHP (engines,
turbines, boilers, burners, etc)
generation. Therefore, it is
necessary to reduce the content
of water vapor.
This removal is also
necessary to prevent
accumulation of condensate
in the gas line and, with it,
the formation of corrosive
acids which will lead to bad
performance and the quicker
demise of the plant machinery.
This will also increase the cost
of the operation of the plant
as more frequent maintenance
will be required.

Below are the reasons for
removing each specific type of
compound.

Halogenated and Heavy
Hydrocarbons.
Both hydrocarbons of
high molecular weight and
halogenated compounds,
particularly those with

Water Vapor.
Wat e r v ap or d r am at i c a l ly
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Figure 1. Technology Biolimp-MPdry for biogas cleaning. WWTP Butarque-Canal Isabel Segunda
Gestión. Madrid- Spain. Courtesy of Energy & Waste.

chlorine and fluorine, should
be eliminated. These kinds of
components cause corrosion
in the engines, mainly in the
combustion chamber, valves
and cylinder heads. They also
produce aldehyde emissions
in the flue gases as well as
exhaust gases. This increases
the environmental pollution by
effect of flue gas.
Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S).
Biogas desulphurization is done
to prevent corrosion and avoid
the formation of toxic H2S
concentration (the maximum
workplace concentration
allowed is 5 ppm). When biogas
is burned SO2/SO3 is emitted,
which is even more poisonous
than H2S. At the same time,
SO2 lowers the dew point in
the stack gas. Sulphuric acid
will be formed (H2SO3) and it
is highly corrosive.

Siloxanes.
Among the components of
g re ate s t i mp a c t for u s i ng
biogas as biofuel are found
in si loxanes. This typ e of
c omp ou n d c au s e s s e r i ou s
damage to CHP equipment.
The siloxane in the biogas
creates an abrasive effect that
damages the internal parts of
the machines. This effect is due
to the deposition of silica in the
different internal parts of the
CHP equipment. The siloxanes
removal process allows longer
life of the machines and
prevents this abrasive effect
and deposition of silica from
taking place.
What kind of technologies
are there in the market for
biogas cleaning?
There are different
technologies for biogas
cleaning, that depend on what
kind of component that needs
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to be removed be it - water
vapor, siloxane or H2S or all at
the same time.
The most common
technology that appear in the
market is the technologies
based on removal techniques
combination, for example,
the combination of cooling
and adsorption onto activated
carbon is one of the most
common.
Figure 1 shows a unique
technology - Biolimp-MPdry
which has been developed by
EW Tech for removal water
vapor and siloxanes in WWTP.
Table 2 shows how effective the
system is in removing these
unwanted contaminants. BD
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DESULFURIZATION,
TO EACH PROJECT IT’S
OWN UNIQUE SOLUTION
By R. Garcia Cano, R.M. van der Kloet, B. Bakker, J.
Langerak, H. Dekker, E.H.M. Dirkse
Introduction
Biogas streams from fermentation
processes of organic matter
normally contain hydrogen
sulfide (H2S). H2S is a colorless
and toxic gas that has a strong
odor of rotten eggs. It forms
flammable mixtures in air in
the range of 4.5 – 45.0 % vol.
and its combustion leads to
s u l f u r d i ox i d e e m i s s i o n s
(SOx), which have harmful
environmental effects. H 2S is
corrosive to most equipment
(pipelines, compressors,
storage tanks, engines, etc.)

and decreases the lifetime of
CHP units. Therefore, H2S has
to be removed due to potential
mechanical, environmental and
safety reasons.
DMT Environmental
Technology has over twenty years
of experience in desulfurization
with a portfolio including Sulfurex®
CR (Caustic Reuse), Sulfurex® BF
(Biotrickling Filter), Sulfurex® BR
(Biological Regeneration) and
activated carbon.
Since the selection of the
best desulfurization technology
depends on many factors, such
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as e.g. site conditions, uptime,
final application of the biogas,
DMT has developed a tool. This
tool is the Sulfurex® Selection
Work Expert Tool (SSweet)
which helps our clients deciding
on the most suitable technology
for their projects.
Biogas desulfurization
technologies
H 2 S can be removed in-situ
during its anaerobic production
in digesters, or from crude/
raw biogas before its final
application. In digesters, H 2S
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can be removed by air injection
or addition of iron salts/oxides.
In the case of raw biogas,
desulfurization by physicalchemical separation processes
has traditionally dominated
the market; however increasing
attention has been paid to
bi ote ch n ol o g i c a l m e t h o d s
in the last two decades for
biological degradation of H 2S.
In addition, the combination
of physical-chemical processes
with biotechnological processes
have also been developed to
combine the advantages of
both technologies.
For boilers or engines, the
addition of iron chloride or
air/oxygen to the digester is
the common process for bulk
removal of hydrogen sulfide. In
case of simultaneous production
of heat and electricity in CPH
units, biological processes
are commonly used to
perform the desulfurization.

If concentrations below 100
ppm(v) are required, a posttreatment is regularly required
after the biological process.
For high concentrations of
H 2 S, chemical scrubbers are
the best suitable choice, with
the possibility of integrating
a regeneration step to reduce
the OPEX.
In the case of biogas
upgrading, there are strict
regulations on end products
such as biomethane, CNG or
bio-LNG hence the amount of
oxygen in the biogas is a critical
issue (e.g. maximum oxygen
concentrations of 0.5 % for gas
grid requirements). Activated
carbon filters are typically used
as a pre-treatment to remove
H2Sprior to the upgrading process
for low H2S concentrations and
loads. For medium or high loads,
alkaline scrubbers are normally
used, with the integration of
regeneration processes at high
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flows and/or high concentrations.
Upgrading technologies based
on physical absorption, such as
water scrubbers or non-water
sorbents, can simultaneously
remove H2Sand CO2, but usually
require a pretreatment to achieve
low concentrations. Otherwise
a post treatment is required to
remove H2S from the exhaust air.
DMT desulfurization
technologies
DMT is aware that no biogas
stream has the same properties,
and that more than one
technology can fit for one project.
As a specialist in gas treatment
technologies, we offer a wide
portfolio for biogas and landfill
gas desulfurization purposes.
The principle of the
technologies is the absorption
of H2S in a liquid and further
oxidization to elemental sulfur
or sulfate.
• Su l f u rex ® C R ( C au sti c
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Reuse) is a chemical scrubber
in which H2S is absorbed into
a liquid at high pH to enhance
the absorption capacity of
the solvent, and then further
oxidized during the aerobic
treatment of the effluent in a
wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP).
• Sulfurex® BF (Biotrickling
Filter) is a biological process
in which the H2S is absorbed
in an aqueous solution at
low pH and then biologically
oxidized to sulfur/sulfate
in-situ.
• Sulfurex® BR (Biological
Regeneration) is the
combination of Sulfurex®
CR with a bioreactor for the
biological regeneration of
caustic. In the Sulfurex® BR,
H2S is absorbed into a solvent
under alkaline conditions,
then further oxidized into
sulfur in the bioreactor.
•
The principles of the Sulfurex®
products are described in more
details in the following chapters.

Sulfurex® CR – Action Reaction
Sulfurex® CR is a chemical
desulfurization process
specifically designed to treat
bi o g as st re ams w it h h i g h
concentrations of H2S, with fast
adaptation to fluctuations in
gas inlet. The principle of the
technology is the neutralization
of H2S by caustic soda according
to the following reaction:
H2S +NaOH←→NaHS+H2O
[3]
However, part of the caustic
also reacts with carbon dioxide
present in the biogas, producing
carbonates:
CO2 +2NaOH
←→
Na2 CO3+H2O
[4]
Figure 1 shows a process flow
diagram of the process. The main
element of the system is one
packed column, which is used
to increase the contact between

the biogas and the caustic
solution in countercurrent. H2S
is absorbed into the liquid phase
and then reacts with caustic.
The technology incorporates
an automatic system control
to continuously measure the
outgoing concentration of H2S.
The dosing of caustic is adjusted
to guarantee high efficiency,
providing a total control on H2S
outlet concentration.
DMT gives the possibility
of adding an extra column, in a
double stage process. The spent
solvent in the first column is
recirculated in the extra column,
where the caustic is reused and
more H2S is removed according
to the reaction:
H2S +Na2 CO3
←→
NaHS+NaHCO3
[5]
Both processes can integrate
a c o ol i ng ste p for bi o g as
conditioning. Here the biogas
is simultaneously cooled down

Figure 1. Process flow diagram of the Sulfurex® CR, 1-stage (left). 3-D drawing of a Sulfurex® CR 2-stage (right)
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Figure 2. Process flow diagram of the Sulfurex® BF (left). 3-D drawing of a Sulfurex® BF (right).

and dried in one step. Since the
scrubbing process of H2S has
been proved to be more efficient
at low temperature, caustic
consumption can be reduced. In
addition, dried biogas prevents
condensation and mechanical
problems during the final
application of the biogas. The
integration of a second column
in addition with the cooling step
can save up to 30 % of caustic.
The chemical scrubber is a
robust and flexible technology
that allows an exhaustive control
of the outlet concentration. It is
a compact unit which requires
low initial investment, but leads
to higher operational expenses
than Sulfurex® BF due to caustic
consumption. Since oxygen is not
injected, this technology is suitable
for biogas upgrading purposes.
Sulfurex® BF – Let bacteria do
the work
Sulfurex® BF is a biological
desulfurization technology to
remove H2S from biogas and
landfill gas. The principle of
the technology is the biological
oxidation of H2S by Thiobacillus

bacteria, with the addition of
air. Depending on the amount
o f o x y g e n av a i l a b l e , H 2 S
is biologically oxidized into
elemental sulfur or sulfuric
acid according to the following
reactions:
2H2S +O2 ←→ 2S+2H2O [1]
H2S +2O2←→H2SO4
[2]
Figure 2 shows a process flow
diagram of the process. The main
element of the system is a packed
column. The packing material is
simultaneously used for attaching
the microorganisms and
enhancing the contact between
the bacteria and H2S. Water is
continuously recirculated and
sprayed over the bacteria, and
H2S is absorbed into the liquid
phase and then biologically
converted. Oxygen is added by an
automatic control system, which
adjusts the air flow injected, to
produce selectively sulfuric acid.
The process incorporates a heat
exchanger to maintain an optimal
temperature. Nutrients are added
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for the biological growth. The
produced sulfuric acid and excess
of biomass are removed from the
process through the drain.
Sulfurex® BF is cost effective,
requires low investment (CAPEX)
and provides efficient removal of
H2S  (95 % of removal efficiency)
without use of chemicals. The
system only requires water and
nutrients, which leads to low
operational expenses. However,
the process is not suitable for all
applications since the addition
of oxygen is limiting the final
application of the biogas (such
as biogas upgrading).
Sulfurex® BF can be used
for biogas and landfill gas
d e su l f u r izat ion b e fore it s
utilization in CHP units for
low and medium loads. The
main cost of this technology is
make-up water and its disposal,
so Sulfurex® BF is interesting
in locations with easy access to
make-up water and disposal,
such as WWTP.
Sulfurex® BR – Best of both
worlds
Sulfurex® BR is a desulfurization
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Figure 3. Process flow diagram of the Sulfurex® BR with an integrated settler (left). 3-D drawing of
a Sulfurex® BR (right).

process that combines chemical
desulfurization at medium
to high pH with biological
regeneration of the solvent. The
system consists of a packed
column, a biological reactor and
a settler which can be integrated
in the bioreactor. Figure 3 shows
a basic process flow diagram of a
Sulfurex® BR process.
In the packed column, an
alkali solution containing caustic
is sprayed over the column in
countercurrent. H2S is absorbed
into the liquid phase and reacts
with caustic according to the
following reaction:

in settler for further treatment. The
liquid is recirculated in the packed
column to remove more H2S .
Sulfurex® BR is a flexible
desulfurization technology that
achieves low hydrogen sulfide
outlet concentrations with low
operational expenses thanks
to the regeneration step. Since
the air injection takes place in
the bioreactor, the technology
is suitable for biogas upgrading
purposes. This technology is
more suitable for high loads of
sulfur, in which the reduction
of the OPEX compensates the
higher initial investment.

H2S +NaOH←→NaHS+H2O
[6]

Selecting the Right
Technology with SSWeet
The selection of the right
desulfurization technology can be
a challenging exercise, with many
factors playing an important
role such as e.g. CAPEX, OPEX,
final application of the gas, site
conditions, uptime, reliability.
In many cases, more than one
desulfurization technology can
be applied as a solution. It is very
important to guide clients to the
best solution for their projects, so
we have developed our very own
tool, the Sulfurex Selection Work

The absorbed sulfide
is then, with the addition of
air, biologically converted
into elemental sulfur by the
Thiobacillus bacteria in the
bioreactor, according to the main
reaction:
2NaHS+O2←→2S0+2NaOH
[8]
The sulfur produced is then
recovered from the washing liquid
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Expert Tool (SSweet).
The SSweet uses a
mathematical model to estimate
the Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO). A graph is used as a
preselection overview of the
most suitable technology for the
project based on biogas flow rate
and inlet H2S concentration. In
addition to this graph, a tailormade business case is generated
by considering specific site
conditions of the client (such
as electricity price, water price,
caustic price, discharge cost
or labor cost), providing the
final CAPEX and OPEX for
the project. With the SSweet,
customers can be provided with
an otherwise complex business
case and therefore choose the
ideal solution for their projects
by making decisions based
on CAPEX versus OPEX or
reliability versus costs.
The following paragraphs
illustrate the features of the SSweet
and the impact of project specific
conditions and requirements on
technology selection. A project
for the desulfurization of a biogas
stream of 350 Nm³/h, containing
55% of CH4, 44% of CO2 and 4000
ppm(v) of H2S is used as a general
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example. In the preselection
phase, based on inlet flow and
concentration, more than one
desulfurization technology is
suitable without any additional
information (Figure 5). This
example is then applied in three
very different contexts (paper
industry (anaerobic WWTP),
domest ic water t re at ment
(anaerobic WWTP) and
anaerobic digester – AD)). From
experience, these industries are
common desulfurization markets
(Figure 4).
Paper Industry
Biogas is naturally produced
from the anaerobic treatment
of the wastewater in the paper
factory. Since paper factories
require a large amount of heat
during the production process,
the biogas can be used in a boiler.
In this way, the energy efficiency
of the plant is improved.
However, the boiler is sensitive
to H2S due to risks of corrosion
and formation of SOx from the
combustion of H 2 S is under
legislation. Prior utilization, the
biogas has to be desulfurized
down to 100 ppm(v) H2S This is
where DMT comes in. Through
discussions with the customer,
DMT gathers information on
specific sites conditions and
customer’s requirements:
• Since caustic is used during
the pulping process, it is
already available in-situ
and extra-consumption will
not be perceived as a major
inconvenient.
• Uptime and easy operation
will be leading parameters in
the final decision.
From customer requirements
and caustic availability, DMT is
inclined to favor Sulfurex® CR as
a solution. The business case and
the TCO, based on the specific

Figure 4: Desulfurization markets (DMT) Paper Industry

site conditions and preferences of
the client, confirms that Sulfurex®
CR is indeed the most attractive
solution for the customer (see
Figure 5). It combines the
advantage of a reduced OPEX
(due to caustic availability) with
high reliability and uptime.
Wastewater Treatment Plant
(WWTP)
Biogas is produced from the
s e c ond ar y t re at me nt of a
municipal wastewater treatment
plant. Here, the biogas is a byproduct that can be valorized in
the form of electricity in a CHP
(Combined Heat and Power) unit.
According to the supplier of
the CHP, the concentration of
H2S in the biogas cannot exceed
200 ppm(v) in order to reduce
maintenance cost and preserve
lifetime of the unit.
After discussing with the
customer, DMT builds the
bu s i ne ss c a s e arou nd t he
following site conditions and
extra-requirements:
• The desulfurization process
can be easily integrated within
the main process (wastewater
treatment) as supply of water
can be easily arranged and
the discharge can be disposed
into the main process and
directly treated.
• The client prioritizes a costeffective and environmental
friendly solution.
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From the site conditions (water
supply and water discharge), DMT
already lean towards a Sulfurex®
BF since then wastewater from
the main process could be used
as supply water without further
treatment. The business case
(Figure 5) validates this initial
assumption – only qualitative
and based on experience – and
selects the Sulfurex® BF as the
most attractive solution for the
client. Compared to Sulfurex®
CR and Sulfurex® BR, its OPEX
is significantly reduced with the
easy access and discharge of water
and it is the most environmental
friendly solution.
Anaerobic Digester (AD)
Biogas is produced in a monodigester from a feedstock rich in
sulfur-containing proteins as a
main product. It is then upgraded
before injection into the local gas
grid as biomethane.
The upgrading process cannot
handle H2S and there are strict
gas grid requirements (H2S < 3
ppm(v)) so desulfurization has to
be carried out in two steps: bulk
removal down to 100 ppm(v)
followed by polishing with
activated carbon. Oxygen is also
subjected to strict regulations and
should not exceed 0.5% in the
biomethane so oxygen injection
is not allowed.
During dialogs, the customer
also specifies that the technology
should be reliable with high
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uptime to optimize the profit
and re duce a c t ive c ar b on
consumption.
Due the strict requirements
on oxygen, DMT does not
consider the Sulfurex® BF as
an option. Accounting for the
specific requirements from
the customer and the process,
the most attractive choice of
desulfurization technology (prior
to upgrading) is Sulfurex® BR.
The biological regeneration
reduces significantly the OPEX
of the process, compensates the
higher initial investment costs
and provides a reliable solution
with high uptime.
Best solutions
Hydrogen sulfide (H 2 S) is
produced by many industries
as an undesirable gaseous byproduct. Due to its characteristics
(high toxicity, corrosive attributes
and environmental restrictions),
an H2S removal step is usually
re qu i re d b e fore t h e f i n a l
application of the biogas.

DMT has more than
twenty years of experience
in gas desulfurization. Our
technologies includes a chemical
pro cess (Su lf urex® CR), a
biological process (Sulfurex®
BF), a biochemical process
(Sulfurex® BR) and activated
carbon for small loads. The
versatility of these technologies,
enhanced with the possibility
of combination, enables us to
respond to most customers’
specific needs, from small loads
and flows to high loads and high
flows, from Oil & Gas industries
to AD plants owners’ needs.
Nevertheless, offering a
solution is not enough. Offering
the best solution to our customers
is essential. The choice of the best
technology for a specific project
is dependent on innumerous
factors such as final application
of gas, TCO, conditions on site
and many other factors, which
complicates the selection.
This challenge led us to design
the Sulfurex Selection Work
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Expert Tool (SSweet). Combining
a preselection step based on
years of experience in the field
of desulfurization with a tailormade business case, this tool
enables us to select, together with
the customers, the most attractive
technology for their project
– both from a technical and
financial standpoint. Each project
has its unique characteristics
and so it should have its unique
business case, and that is what
DMT wants to offer.
With the Sulfurex Selection
Work Expert Tool (SSweet) and
our expertise, we believe that
helping our customers with
building their tailor-made
business case and choosing the
best solution based on facts
contributes to the success of
a project and to a clear and
prosperous future. BD

BIOGAS
SOLUTION FOR
NAPIER GRASS,
POME, STRAW,
EFB, MANURE &
ORGANIC WASTE
WATER

GFS TANK SOLUTION FOR CSTR,
UASB, EGSB, WATER STORAGE
By Mingming Wang

B

eijing Yingherui Environmental Technology Co.,Ltd
(hereinafter referred to as YHR) is a Chinese private
company dedicated in Research & Development
of technologies and equipment manufacturing
in biogas and waste water treatment industries. In China,
YHR is not only a top-level GFS tank manufacturer, but
also a leading provider of integrated solutions for urban
and rural organic waste treatment. We developed our patent
technologies for the biogas industry, including semi-aerobic
hydrolysis (SAHP) for fibrous substrate, like grass and straw,
ABDP technology (Anaerobic Biological Doubling Process)
for low Total Solids substrate which have been widely applied
in China anaerobic digestion plants. YHR would like to share
our experience and technology with more and more partners
all over the world.
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Fibrous substrate to
Biogas

EFB & Napier grass & Corn Silage &
Rice Straw & Wheat Straw
Cell walls of fibrous plant contain
three major polymers: cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin which provide
support, strength and shape to the
plant. Lignocellulose has very stable
crystalline structure and the breaking
down of these cell walls through
hydrolysis is the speed determining
process in anaerobic digestion. So, as
you can imagine lignocellulose proves to
be an issue when it comes to anaerobic
digestion. In a European maize silage
AD digester, HRT is normally 50-90
days. There is a need for a pretreatment approach to disintegrate the
crystalline structure and speed up the
hydrolysis process.

What does this mean for
practical projects?

• Long decomposition time which
means longer HRT, huge digester
volume.
• Low biogas conversion rate and a
particularly lower gas yield rate for
pure dry corn straw;
• An easily formed the floating layer
and a further hard scum layer
which leads to the final failure of AD
system;
• High power capacity agitator and
long operation time which means a
high operation cost.
• Difficult inlet and outlet of digester and
easy clogging of pumps and pipes
which mean a high maintenance
cost.
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Perfect solution of fiber rich
substrate

•

One microbiology pretreatment technology
-Semi-Aerobic Hydrolysis Process (SAHP)

•
•

What happens in our
hydrolysis unit?

•

autocrine hydrolase and transfer cellulose
into soluble saccharides.
The anaerobic bacteria generate small
amounts of Alcohol.
Acetic acid will then be generated.
Molecular chains will be collapsed and
chemical bonds will be broken.
The viscosity of fiber substrate will be
decreased and the polymer will quickly
degrade simultaneously.

What our hydrolysis can do:

• Lower operation cost by without the need
of a chemical agent.
• Shorten the time of the hydrolysis process
and complete it within 1-2 days and then
get the hydrolyzed material to complete
the biogas conversion within 25 days in
digester.
• Save investment via a lower volume
requirement in the digester.
• Allow for easier pumping and less floating
layer thereby lowering mixing power
consumption.
• Pure dry straw can be made into substrate
and deeply utilize gas yield potential.
• Higher CH4 concentration is obtained as
some CO2 released from hydrolysis.

Our hydrolysis unit provides a suitable
environment for aerobic and anaerobic
bacteria in which various Bio-chemical reaction
happens within:
• The aerobic bacteria quickly largely

Substrate with low Total
Soilds (TS)

ABDP (Anaerobic Biological
Doubling Process)
A perfect solution for low TS
substrate
Some substrates, like POME and
livestock manure contain very
low TS. The biogas potential of
these substrates is very limited
which results in low efficiency of
fermentation and high investment
with a long HRT. Hence most
customers can’t afford an industry
AD plant and select a cheaper
solution like a Lagoon system.
Now a cheaper but more efficient industry
solution - ABDP comes for clients which has been
widely developed in China by YHR.

• Higher OLR with low TS input
• Lower investment makes industry solutions
possible and feasible
• Higher CHP efficiency BD

What our ABDP
can do?

• Separate HRT with SRT and MRT
• Longer SRT and MRT to achieve more organic
matter degradation to produce more biogas
31
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM

OVERHEATING
DAMAGE OF
AN ACTIVATED
CARBON FILTER
By Dennis Timmers

A

t one of the DMT’s
plants recently
a s afet y incident
occurred. An
Activated C arb on Filter
overheated due to an incorrect
mode of operation, causing
damage to the installation. This
led to a significant financial
loss including business
interruption impacts.
To r a i s e aw a re n e s s f or
correct operation of Activated

Carbon Filters, DMT publishes
this S.H.E. bulletin to
prevent this from happening
again. B elow you can find
the outline of the cause, the
te chnic a l b ackg round and
recommendations.
What happened
Biogas upgrading facilities
require proper pre-treatment
of t h e Bi o g a s i n ord e r to
remove contaminants such as
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Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S ). At
the affected site, the installation
has been successfully operated
for many months.
In August 2016, the system
was operated for a period of
time with no oxygen present in
the biogas stream. The oxygen
injection unit of the digester
was not in use. This resulted
in the biogas stream containing
high amounts of H 2S and no
oxygen present.
T he ab s e nc e of ox y ge n
combined with the high H 2S
concentration in the biogas,
quickly saturated the activated
carbon. Usually this would not
be a problem when the biogas
stream was transferred by a
timer to the redundant fresh
Active Carbon Filter and the
saturated carbon filter was
replaced.
However it appeared that
both filters were saturated
w h i ch re s u lte d i n s e ve r a l
automatic shut downs due to
the critical H 2 S level alarm
after the filters.
The operators incorrectly
m a d e s e v e r a l att e mpt s t o
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regenerate the saturated carbon
by feeding air directly into the
inlet of the filter, by connecting
an external air compressor
pump.
The compressed air was
injected into the filters, while
the biogas stream was not
present. The overload of oxygen
and the absence of any cooling
effect of the biogas stream
resulted in overheating by an
exothermal chemical reaction
(hot-spots) with a meltdown
of the filter as a result.
Technical explanation
Un d e r n o r m a l o p e r a t i o n
conditions with the correct
biogas specification, the
hyd ro ge n s u lph i d e i n t h e
biogas reacts with oxygen and
the potassium hydroxide in the
activated carbon:

H2S + 1⁄2 O2 ->
S + H2O H2S + KOH ->
KSH + H2O
A small amount of oxygen
reacts with the formed sulphur
and water to sulphuric acid,
which is an exothermal reaction
which will be cooled down by
the biogas stream.

2S + 2H2O + 3O2 ->
2H2SO4
If oxygen concentrations
exceed the specified limits, the
exothermal reaction becomes
uncontrollable which gives
rise to a potentially dangerous
situation.
Operation with low or no
oxygen in the biogas
Operation with too low or no
oxygen will cause a delayed
chemical reaction between
H 2 S a n d t h e ox y g e n . H 2 S

will accumulate within the
activated carbon which can
form dangerous clusters. If a
cluster of H 2 Saccumulation
– after the faulty operation is exposed with the normal
amount of oxygen a clustered
exothermal reaction can create
hot-spots which can lead to an
overheating or meltdown of
the filter.
Built-in DMT safety
measurements
Fo r d e t e r m i n i n g t h e H 2 S
saturation level of the activated
carbon, the DMT installations
measure the H 2S level in the
biogas after the filters. If this
level exceeds more than 10 ppm
the installation, a critical alarm
is generated and the system
shuts down. If this repeatedly
happens in a short time, the
activated carbon in the active
filter is saturated and should
be replaced. To prevent process
interruptions the system is
provided with two filters which
can be run parallel. One filter
is active in the gas stream. By
changing the gas stream to the
fresh active carbon filter, the
saturated carbon filter can be
replacement without process
interruption.
Recommendations
C o nt r o l l i n g t h e r e q u i r e d
amount of oxygen into the
biogas stream
It is recommended to have an
automatic controlled air / oxygen
injection unit to ensure the
proper amount of oxygen for the
desulphurization / regeneration
process is present in the activated
carbon filters. The released
oxygen level / concentration in
the biogas-stream towards the
filters is between 0,1 and 0,5%.
The optimum concentration
oxygen depends on the pollution
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of H 2S in the biogas. For further
advice, please contact DMT.
Change over the active
carbon filters
It is also recommended not to
run the active carbon filters
simultaneously. Under normal
circumstances, this will not cause
any problems but for continuous
production reasons it is prudent
to alternate the filters and replace
the contents of the saturated filter.
Warnings
Start-up of the plant after
long-stop with oxygen
supplementation
Activated carbon can create
hot-spots or massive heat-up if
the plant is started up after a
long period with use of oxygen
injection in larger amounts
than specified. If there is a
biogas stream present it will
have a cooling effect, but it
can also create a dangerous
situations.
Regeneration of saturated
activated carbon
H2S saturated activated carbon
filters can cause a dangerous
overheating if the operator tries
to regenerate the carbon with
oxygen. Saturated activated
carbon can only be regenerated
by a skilled employee or a
specialized supplier.
In any circumstances: Never
regenerate the carbon on-site.
For safe operation, saturated
carbon should be replaced on
time. BD
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Nothing is
Wasted!

DIGESTATE/
ORGANIC MANURE
FROM BIOGAS

An Indian Case Study
By Srinivas Kasulla

I

mproved yields from
farming practice and
food processing are
necessary in order to
sustain positive growth around
the world. A key element to
achieve this aim is the adequate
supply of fertilizer. Biogas
plants produce, along with
biogas, Digestate, which is
an excellent plant fertilizer,
rich in both organic matter
an d i n m a c ronut r i e nt s a s
well as micronutrients. The
physicochemical characteristics
of Digestate var y strongly
depending on the nature and
composition of the substrates
used to generate biogas, as
well as on the operational
p a r a m e t e r s of t h e bi o g a s
processes. Digestate is normally
used as fertilizer for crops
without any further processing,
substituting industrially
produced mineral fertilizers.

However, the need for efficient
nutrient management, required
by restrictions on manure
applications in areas with high
livestock density, along with
depletion of the global natural
reserves of phosphorous and
potassium, make recovery and
recycling of plant nutrients
from manure, waste streams,
and other resources increasingly
important for farmers,
technology providers, investors,
as well as decision makers.
The use of anaerobic
digestion to recover value from
organic wastes within the India
is emerging as an important
treatment system and is forecast
to increase significantly. There
are currently more than 1000
AD plants operating within
the India with a capacity from
medium to large scale, however
the small scale projects are
numerous and spread across
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the country. However there
are only few large scale biogas
plants in India and are working
on cow manure, press mud,
chicken litter, spent wash and
food waste.
AD converts organic
matter into biogas, a source
of renewable energy, and a
nutrient rich organic fraction
known as Digestate. Biogas is
either being used to generate
electricity and heat to power
the process and excess power
is sold to the National Grid.
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Excess heat can also be utilized,
if the right infrastructure exists.
Other use of biogas is to upgrade
and convert it to BioCNG
(Compressed biogas BioCBG)
and the most commonly
used digestion system is wet
mesophilic digestion which
has an operating temperature
between 25°C and 40°C. The
Digestate produced from this
process is an organic slurry, rich
in nutrients such as nitrogen
and phosphorus. Other less
common systems include

dry digestion, which uses a
feedstock with very high dry
solids content and thermophilic
digestion which operates at
higher temperatures of around
50°C - 60°C.
Currently most AD facilities
recycle the digestate for use
on local agricultural land as
an organic fertilizer. However
the system for land application
is limited to agricultural and
crop requirements. For large
capacity AD plants, a substantial
area of land is required to
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provide a secure and suitable
market for the digestate. As
the use of AD increases the
demand for agricultural land
will also increase, potentially
requiring plants to transport
digestate further for use on
other suitable land. This is
important for the increasing
number of centralized AD
facilities operating in urban
areas. Digestate must therefore
be carefully managed to ensure
it is utilized as a resource and
maximum benefit is achieved
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w h i l s t avoi d i n g e x c e s s i v e
transportation costs.
One of the possible
consequences of the increase in
slurry pH and NH4-N content
following anaerobic digestion is
an increased risk of NH3 losses
during storage and after land
application. Also, the reduction
in slurry solids content may
reduce the likelihood for natural
crust formation in stored slurry
and this, too, may increase the
risk of NH3 loss during storage.
Many early biogas systems
were developed simply to reduce
odor or the volume of waste
being dealt with. The benefits
of biogas generation have now
been widely recognized, but
what biogas producers can do
with the generated digestate
from biogas plants to get an
economic return has been
overlo oke d. This s cenar io
has changed completely and
now biogas plant owners have
recognized the real value of
digestate. A few years ago, it
was easier to develop a medium
or a large biogas plant because
the revenue from the sale of
biogas, whether in the form
of gas or electricity, was more
economically attractive. But
due to the reducing oil prices
globally, renewable energ y
programs in many countries
have seen a reduction of biogas
digester project success on
energy sales alone. Digestate
plays a vital role from many
p oints of view apar t f rom
saving the environment. It
also makes sure the projects
are economically feasible and
attractive. Furthermore, if the
produced digestate is enhanced,
it can be an additional revenue
source for a biogas project.
Environmental Effects using
biogas Digestate/Organic

Manure:
Adoption of the best
management practices outlined above will give the direct
environmental benefits from
use of digestate as organic
manure. Such practices will
result in lower gaseous emission
into the atmosphere, as well
as less diffuse pollution from
surface run off and leaching.
Thes e dire c t b enef its wi l l
help Governments meet
targets for reducing GHGs
(Greenhouse Gases). Other
major environmental benefits
associated with using digestate
as organic manure in place of
untreated manures include:
re du c e d o d ou r, i mprov e d
veterinary safety, plant pathogen
reduction and the reduction of
weed growth.
Quality Control:
Quality management of biogas
plant digestate involves a wide
range of permits and quality
standards to ensure the safety
and value of digestate as organic
manure, soil conditioner or
as a perfect growing medium.
Farmers who use their own onfarm produced feed-stock (such
as manure, crops or sweepings
f rom g rain stores) shou ld
carry out their own quality
control. This should include
periodic sampling and analysis
of feedsto ck to deter mine
its biogas potential (e.g. dry
matter, nutrients and volatile
solid content and pH levels).
The produced digestate should
be analysed, similarly before
application, to aid accurate
organic manure planning.
When off-farm material (e.g.
industrial organic residues,
biodegradable fractions of
municipal solid waste, sewage
sludge etc.) is co-digested,
t he digest ate may cont ain

various amounts of hazardous
matter – biological, chemical
and physica l – t hat cou ld
sometimes pose risks for animal
and human health or cause
environmental pollution. These
contaminants may include
the residues of pesticides and
antibiotics, heavy metals and
plant and animal pathogens.
The latter may result in new
routes of pathogen and disease
transmission between plants
and animals if appropriate
and stringent controls are not
enforced. Various regulations
are reinforced in many
countries by further stringent
regu l at ions gover ning t he
admissible feed stocks for
biogas plants and uses of the
digestate as organic manure.
The regulations and quality
controls applied in each country
should be included in the
specification and certification
that would accompany every
load of trademarked organic
manure supplied by the biogas
plant. Storage and application
of the organic manure must
comply with the codes of good
agricultural practice and be
in accordance with national
guidance.
Economical Feasibility:
Various studies on the use of
organic manure from biogas
plants reveal that the successful
and economically justified
implementation of organic
manure processing is highly
site specific. Depending on
various local conditions, there
might be significant differences
in the individual expenses
as well as in the savings. For
biogas plants w here t here
is a further organic manure
treatment system that is used,
there will be large variations
in the total costs which may
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occur. Nevertheless, typical cost
ranges for different treatment
systems can be provided and
compared with the respective
costs of the end use of this
organic manure. Economical
studies of large scale biogas
plants that produced organic
manure shall be considered
and the costs of transportation
and disposal shall be included
and then further treatment
costs shall include investment
and operational costs as well
as a realistic market value of
the products. Digestate from
biogas plant processing involves
the application of a range
of possible technologies to
digestate which are comparable
to the existing technologies for
manure processing, sewage
sludge treatment, and, in some
cases, for wastewater treatment.
The last decades have seen a
trend of increased emphasis
on improved sustainability in
agriculture and preservation

o f n at u r a l r e s o u r c e s l i k e
minerals such as phosphorus
and potassium, consequently
changing the focus of digestate
pro c e s s i n g f rom nut r i e nt
removal and disposal, towards
integrated nutrient recovery
and recycling. This trend needs
to be continued.
Digestate processing, can
be partial, usually targeting
volume reduction and separation
of digestate into a liquid and
a solid fraction, or it can be
complete, refining digestate into,
for example pure water, a solid
organic manure fraction and
even fertiliser concentrates. The
first step in digestate processing
is to separate the solid from
the liquid. The solid fraction,
often rich in phosphorus, can
subsequently be directly applied
as organic manure in agriculture
or it can be composted or dried
for intermediate storage and
feasible long-range transport.
For nutrient recovery, various
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methods and technologies are
currently available, with various
degrees of technical maturity.
While partial processing using
relatively simple solid– liquid
separation technologies (decanter
centrifuge, screw press etc.)
are considered comparatively
inexpensive, complete processing
requires far more sophisticated
process equipment and often
has a high specific energ y
consumption, which implies high
additional costs. The techniques
for nutrient recover y from
digestate are developing rapidly,
aiming to improve nutrient
management in agriculture and in
various waste treatment systems.
In parallel, there is a general
need to increase the degree of
commercialization of organic
manure from digestate processing
through product standardization.
Concluding Remarks:
Various treatment technologies
and enhancement techniques
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available represent a wide range
of potential options for produced
organic manure enhancement
w h i c h c o u l d s up p or t t h e
d e v e l opm e nt of d i g e s t at e
products. This wide range
indicates that no one technology
is applicable for all applications
and a range of solutions will be
required to support the planned
increase in biogas plants in
India with the consequential
increase in volumes of digestate
generated. The majority of
digestate currently produced in
India is recycled to land as either
whole digestate or dewatered
organic manure. Digestate
liquid is commonly treated by
biological oxidation, particularly
in the liquid waste industry.
However, there is increased
interest in creating improved
organic manure products from
digestate, to increase its value,
secure outlets and potentially
generate an additional revenue
stream for biogas plants. Several
technologies have been coming
forward and few are already
successful.
Currently there are a large
range of options available
for digestate treatment and
enhancement. However the
most significant barrier in

India is the current cost of
installation and the operational
costs associated with the proven
technologies. Ultimately the
type of treatment employed
to provide the most economic
recovery route will depend on
a number of factors, including:
• Market for the produced
organic manure
• Plant throughput
• Feedstock used for
producing the organic
manure
• Organic manure treatment
systems uses or enhancement
systems used or required
• Av a i l a b l e s p a c e at t h e
biogas plant for treatment
of organic manure/digestate
• Tr a n s p o r t a t i o n o f t h e
organic manure
• S oil typ e and str ucture
where the organic manure
shall be used
Indian markets for organic
manure produced from biogas
plants are immature. However, I
strongly believe that in the coming
days as natural phosphorous
resources decrease and the
cost of inorganic fertilizers
increase, farmers will look to
find alternative and potentially
cheaper sources of nutrients
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for their crops. It is anticipated
that the practical demand for
organic manure will increase as
the financial and commercial
value increases. The key challenge
in the short term will be to
manage the increase in digestate
and secure outlets.
My goal is to recognize
that for digestate produced
from the biogas digester to
become a household name
and a recognized mainstream
commodity, there needs to
be some standards around
it - some accountability and
understanding of what’s in it,
what makes good digestate
and how you might use it.
Standardizing the digestate
produced by the biogas plants
allows for the composition and
beneficial use of the product to
be accurately and appropriately
represented by biogas project
owners and understood and
accepted by regulators and off
takers. My main goal is to assure
digestate buyers that they are
purchasing a quality product
t hat are wit hin nationally
established parameters. Biogas
plants provide a fully sustainable
and integ rate d system for
resource and environmental
management that offer the
plant owner a multipurpose
technology option for fulfilling
a cluster of policy needs. In
addition, digestate is easy to
use organic manure that can be
used to replace fossil fuels that
otherwise would be used for
organic manure manufacture
and its transport around the
world. Production of good
quality digestate from any
biogas plant for use as organic
manure is the result of careful
control of all aspects of the
process, from feedstock to field.
BD
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80% OF TOTAL ELECTRICITY
USE SELF GENERATED -

THE LARGEST WASTE
WATER TREATMENT
PLANT IN THE WORLD
A MEXICAN CASE STUDY

By Samuel Carrasco Ortega

T

he Atotonilco WWTP
(Mexico) is the largest
single-phase facility in
the world and the third
largest in treatment capacity. It’s
located within the Municipality
of Atotonilco de Tula between
the towns of San José Acoculco
and Melchor Ocampo (El Salto),
municipality of Tepeji del Río, in
the state of Hidalgo.

The Atotonilco WWTP has
an average treatment capacity
of 35 m3/s and a maximum
of 50 m3/s, including the final
disposal of solid waste and sludge
generated. The plant is equipped
with a cogeneration system, to take
advantage of the biogas produced
in during digestion, allowing
maximum energy savings and
generating 80% of the electricity
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it consumes. A clear example of
the concept of Circular Economy
that is going to be implemented
from now on in all other mexican
facilities.
It is at this end point, in
the treatment of biogás that is
fundamental to the efficiency of the
WWTP, where Dimasa Group took
a special role. The biogas cleaning
is composed of 6 twin lines (of 2
units each) for a treatment flow
of 2,700 m3 / h for each line. The
supply also includes 120 meters of
pipes and accessories, with support
and heat insulation, and all the
control equipment in the kit.
In addition, Dimasa Group
also contributed its bit in this mega
construcción by providing the
following elements:
• 1,220 meters of cover in
sectors for channel of supply of
sanders, to seal and to contain
hermetically the vapors and
odors formed in the channel.
• 140 units of GRP lids for fine
and thick grids of four waters
and angle frame, of different
sizes.
• 36 tanks in GRP for storage of
chemical components.
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• More than 2,000 m. (From
03” to 30”) for deodorization,
air and buried f langes,
gaskets and screws in INOX,
connections, flanges, elbows
(45° and 90°), piping grafts,
sleeves of expansion, eccentric
reductions, valves...
IDB AWARD
The Atotonilco WWTP project,
which began construction in 2010
and began operating in 2016,
is the largest sanitation and
purification project in Mexico with
notable social, environmental and
sustainability benefits.
This project, whose design,
construction and management is
carried out by the Treated Water
Consortium of the Valley of
Mexico, and in which the Spanish
company Dimasa Group has
played a fundamental role, being
one of its major suppliers, received
in June 2016 the Infrastructure
360° Prize awarded by the InterAmerican Development Bank
(IDB) in recognition of the integral
implementation of a sustainability
strategy.
The project has been selected
as the winner of this third edition
of the 360° Infrastructure Awards
among 50 projects from 10 Latin
American countries in recognition
of the model of excellence in
sustainability practices, as well
as an example of the impact that
infrastructure has on the conditions
of life and the development of the
communities in which they are
built.
The plant will mainly benefit
to 700,000 people in the Mezquital
Valley (300,000 live directly in the
irrigation zones), to sanitize 60%
of the wastewater of the Valley of
Mexico.
The plant is the largest
wastewater treatment plant in
the world and which has involved
an investment of almost 560 M€,

purifies the waste water of 10.5
million inhabitants. The location
of this plant is due to the fact that
the wastewater from the Valley
of Mexico discharges into the
municipality of Atotonilco de Tula,
where the irrigation districts of the
region also start for about 80,000
hectares of arable land. The treated
waters conserve the nutrients of
the waste water but eliminates
the pollutants. So far, sewage has
been used directly for irrigation in
farmland, mainly maize and forage
crops, with no treatment for more
than 100 years.
WASTE
Just as the figures for water
production are spectacular so
are the production of waste and
biosolids. The annual production
of c omp a c te d w aste s and
washed sands described by the
pretreatment system and sieving
systems are estimated at 100,178 t/
year, with a sanitary landfill being
the final destination. The final
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production of biosolids generated
by the 28% sludge line is estimated
at 837,408 t/year (2,294.27 t/day
average). The quality of stabilized
sludge produced can be used for
forest uses, soil improvement and
agricultural uses.
The sludge treatment line aims
to sieve, thicken, stabilize and
dehydrate the sludge from the
three generation sources: Primary
Clarification, Biological Treatment
and (Physio-Chemical Processes
Train) TPQ .
The process consists of: sieving
of primary sludge, thickening
of primary sludge, thinning of
secondary sludge, sludge sieving
of TPQ, mesophilic anaerobic
digestion of 13,000 m3, sludge
heating system (30 exchangers
of 26 m2) with 4 boilers of 7,400
kW (only in commissioning) and
dehydration with 12 units of 100
m3/H.
The thickening process starts
with average concentrations of
5% for TPQ sludge, 2.5% for
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primary sludge and 0.85% for
secondary sludge. The sludge
from the TPQ and goes directly to
sieves and to the homogenization
tank prior to Anaerobic Digestion.
The primary sludge goes to
the gravity thickeners and the
secondary sludge to thickening by
flotation with dissolved air. Gravity
thickeners expect a concentration
at the exit of 6.8% at the exit of the
flotation and a concentration of 4%
is expected.
The sludge is mixed and
homogenized in two reservoirs of
562.5 m3 capacity from where the
sludge is propelled to 30 digestors
of 13,000 m 3. The mesophilic
digesters are heat-insulated and
mechanically agitated by a 55 kW
turbine that picks up the sludge
from the bottom of the digester and
then drives it to the top.
The sludge heating is produced
by 30 exchangers of 894 kW that
receive thermal energy from the
cogeneration engines, or in the
absence of boilers fueled by biogas
or diesel.
ENERGY
In the process of sludge stabilization
in the digesters, biogas is generated,
which is used for the production
of electric energy for the self
consumption of the plant and for
heating the digesters.
The original project
contemplates an annual biogas
production of 90,760,238 Nm3/
year with an expected PCI calorific
value of 20,724 kJ/m3 of which
only 3.7% is destined for its torch
burning. The thermal and electrical
uses reach 82% of the total available
energy of which 43.7% corresponds
to the recovery as thermal energy
and 38.3% as electric energy.
The total installed capacity
predicted is 46,258 k, with a total
annual electricity consumption
of 245,800,055 kWh, of which
197,291,002 kWh will come from

the electric cogeneration.
COGENERATION
The storage of biogas at low pressure
is carried out in 7 gasometers of
8,500 m3 with two torches for
surplus. Biogas, in addition to
the preventive treatment in ferric
chloride digesters, has a system
of washing and elimination of
siloxanes, consisting of a “cold trap”
with cooling and condensation
with a final adsorption with
activated carbon in grain.
The Atotonilco WWTP has
one of the most innovative and
efficient biogas siloxane cleaning
systems, the BIOCLEAN-EVO.
This system, patented by Dimasa
Group which won, in 2012,
two prizes at the Genera Fair in
Madrid in the categories of best
cogeneration product and best
cogeneration project.
The BIOLIMP cleaning module
guarantees the reduction of
harmful components (water vapor,
particles, H2S and siloxanes).
The equipment that forms the
plant are located within a base,
forming a technological package
of easy operation, maintenance and
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installation.
The technology can work both
in aspiration and drive conditions.
Being in the form of a module
(pack) which requires a minimum
investment in civil works. They are
designed according to the capacity
of treatment, composition, level
of reduction of humidity, H2S and
siloxanes in the biogas stream.
This accounts for all the
fundamental stages: cooling,
condensation and adsorption
in activated carbon (type of
carbon according to the majority
component). This guarantees a
level of reduction of pollutants
below the required requirements
for the generation of electricity,
or its use in other applications
that require it. All these stages act
simultaneously guaranteeing a
biogas suitable for its application
in the production of energy
(thermal or electric), as well as for
the production of biofuel for the
automotive industry.
In the Atotonilco WWTP, the
treated biogas feeds 12 blowers of
1,200 Nm3/h, which individually
feed the 12 cogeneration engines
of a unitary production of 2,717
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energy recovery and enrichment
to Natural Gas”, explained the
different systems for the production
of biogas, the problem of pollutants
and their solutions, purification
techniques, and existing ways to
use them.
For their part, FACSA went
a step further by betting on the
concept of Circular Economy gave
the presentation “Use of biogas
as fuel for vehicles.” At the same
time it was explained how to save
between 25% and 50% of fuel
of the collection fleet and heavy
machinery, thanks to the energetic
valorization of the biogas residue.

kWe. These motors have a thermal
recovery system by means of
several exchangers that finally
supply thermal energy to the
digestion process.
DIMASA GROUP
The international holding company
Dimasa Group, based in Barcelona
(Spain), a subsidiary in Puebla
(Mexico) and a large commercial
network in South America, has
more than 30 years of experience
designing and manufacturing
tanks and equipment in Fiberglass
Reinforced Polyester (GRP).
All projects are fully
customizable and work under the
concept “turnkey”: feasibility study,
design, manufacturing, delivery,
commissioning and after-sales
maintenance.
Dimasa Group meets the
most demanding manufacturing
standards in the sector, and has two
international certifications: Quality
Management Systems (ISO 9001)
and Environmental Management
Systems (ISO 14001).
The constant of the preservation
of the environment of the founders
and new additions for more than

two decades have made Dimasa
Group specialists in the treatment
of Water, Waste and Biogas.
With continuous activity in the
area of R&D&I, Dimasa Group
participates in the SMART Green
Gas project, together with another
group of companies led by Acciona
in developing new technologies to
obtain high quality biomethane
from urban waste. The study aims
to increase the biogas yield and
improve the quality of the biogas
through a bioelectrochemical
system within an anaerobic
digester.
The business line of Biogas
of Dimasa Group is one of the
most successful, with 3 different
technologies and services offered:
Biogas Cleaning and Conditioning,
Biogas Pumping and Burning
Plant, and Biogas Enrichment
(Upgrading).
Thus, in addition to the
great works that support their
experience, the professionals of
Dimasa Group have given several
presentations for companies as big
as Aqualia or FACSA.
For Aqualia, and under the
title “Pretreatment of biogas for its
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CONCLUSION
Among the health and
environmental objectives of the
Atotonilco WWTP, what stands
out is the reuse of treated water
and the conservation of most of
the nutrients contributing added
value to the future development
of the area through irrigated raw
water from the Valley of Mexico.
In order to achieve these
objectives, it has adapted its
treatment capacity to the current
flow considering the differences
between the climatological stations
of the area with a drought period
of 7 months in a year.
As more significant figures,
the Atotonilco WWTP involves:
regeneration of more than 1 billion
m3 per year (of the order of 3
million m3 per day); the generation
of energy of 200 GWh/year and the
treatment in the sludge processing
area of 837,408 t/year of biosolids,
these being the main bets for the
sustainability of the Atotonilco
WWTP. BD
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Make value
out of
your waste

Why not make value out of your waste streams?
DMT makes it possible. Our technology enables
biogas to be upgraded to pure methane. The
methane can be further compressed to Bio-CNG
which can then be used as fuel for transport or for
boilers. With more than 28 years and world wide
experience we are a reliable partner. We have
become market leader in the field of biogas
upgrading with our advanced membrane
technology. Why not call our
office and find out what
we can do for you?
DMT Environmental Technology www.dmt-et.com
CALL +31 513 636 789 for Harmen Dekker or Coen Meijers
E-mail: hdekker@dmt-et.nl or cmeijers@dmt-et.nl
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IMPACT BIOENERGY
DISTRIBUTED HORSE NETWORK
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
AN AMERICAN CASE STUDY
Special thanks to Patrick Serfass & Srirup Kumar

The HORSE Network
The American biogas industry is
unique compared to most other
projects around the world and the
projects are normally developed
as cost saving alternatives
that are often specific to the
individual state as the price of
electricity, transportation and
solid waste/recycling tipping
vary significantly from state to
state and even from city to city
within each state. Different states
have developed different policies
for renewable energy projects
based on the issues being faced
by the state, so the aims and goals
of these projects vary greatly
depending on the problem that
needs to be dealt with.
An interesting example is
that of the growing network of

HORSE micro-digesters (Highsolids Organic-waste Recycling
System with Electrical Output).
The HORSE makes use of a scaled
down anaerobic digester of which
the primary focus is to take the
truck out of the food system, i.e.
reducing transportation costs of
dealing with waste products. This
can be achieved by converting
waste into valuable renewable
resources for local organic food
systems. Electricity in Washington
State is very cheap compared
to other states (it’s actually the
cheapest in all of US) as two
thirds of the state is powered
via hydroelectric power and the
resulting cost is about USD 8
cents per kWh which makes
the cost of electricity not a huge
concern in Washington State.
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So, in these areas the real costs
that the companies need to be
liberated from are the costs of
trucking away waste products to
a centralized waste processing or
landfill storage.
The system currently
operates in small decentralized
and prefabricated plants at three
separate businesses: Fremont
Brewing Company, Harbour
Public House and Laser Cutting
Northwest. These digesters can
process a wide variety of organic
feedstock such as spent yeast, food
scraps and other source separated
organic wastes from eateries
and food banks. Each HORSE
can process 0.05 – 0.5 tonnes
of waste a day (a larger sibling
system is designed to handle up
to 2.5 tonnes per day). The waste
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products are converted to biogas
which is used for heating, lighting,
cooking fuel and powering an
electric cargo vehicle – a next gen
‘HORSE & Cart’ combination.
Biofertilizers
Approximately 94% of the waste
is converted into liquid and solid
biofertilizers. In the US, this is a
huge and rapidly growing market
and is expected to become a USD
1.66 billion industry by 2022. The
industry of local organic food
has been showing 11-16 percent
growth in the sector every year
since 2005. It has been suggested
that this growing demand has
come from an increase in the
consumer desire for fitness
and wellness products that are
free from chemicals. Chemical
fertilizers though effective have
been blamed for eutrophication,
poisoning groundwater sources
and for leaving chemical remnants
in the produce of the plants which
they fertilize. These remnants are
more recently being blamed for
the development of various types
of diseases of which most notably
is cancer. These small batch, local
organic biofertilizer sales seem to
be a better market than the biogas
production itself because the
waste processing lacks economies
of scale.
Government Support
The proj e c ts have proven
successful enough such that
Impact Bioenergy, the developers
behind the project are now already
working on their 4th generation
HORSE micro-digester with
optional accompanying electric
cargo vehicle, i.e. HORSE & Cart.
Interest has also grown from the
knowledge of the current projects
and has resulted in new contracts
and grants with the City of Seattle,
King County and Puget Sound
Energy. The contracts support
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the network of demonstration
projects and technology in urban
(Seattle), suburban (Auburn) and
rural (Bainbridge and Vashon
Island) settings.
The City of Seattle has granted
an On-site Food Waste Recycling
Pilot after many years of leading
edge experience with curbside
composting. As it is not sustainable
to truck compost from the site to
a centralized waste management
center, the city government has
given this incentive grant to
deal with waste at the site. The
State of Washington may also
award a larger community scale
project with a demonstration
and deployment grant from
their Clean Energy Fund. Some
states may offer a production
incentive in the form of a Feed
in Tariff (FiT), but each state is
different. In Washington however,
under potential new legislation
(HB 1048), companies may be
awarded 14 cents per kWh up to
a maximum of USD 25,000 per
year up to 2022.
Expansion
The company is currently
developing agreements and
securing funding to demonstrate
their larger prefabricated system
called NAUTILUS, which is

designed to convert 185 to 1,000
tonnes of waste per year (TPY).
Together, with their partners,
they plan to demonstrate the
scalability of their advanced
distributed bioenergy systems
which range from 25 TPY, all
the way up to more than 5,500
TPY projects while developing
CSB® (Community Supported
Biocycling)— a cooperative model
and platform that connects food
“waste” producers to beneficial
users. CSB® is designed to connect
people to people in order to
cycle nutrients, energy, water and
carbon hyperlocally. Co-products
and services are directly traded
in a circular economy, such as
low-carbon fuel vehicle sharing
and organic biofertilizer. The
vision is to build out a network
of thousands of distributed
bioenergy systems that will help
to transform the industry from
resource intensive to restorative.
Beyond the U.S. there has been
a significant amount of interest in
South America, U.K., Middle East,
South East Asia and Africa for
these small systems. The aim is to
ensure that it’s a replicable model
that can be easily set up by partner
operators and manufacturers
that can build the systems locally
with only having to use a few
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core components that would be
shipped from the U.S.
Social Justice with HORSE
Before looking abroad though
the HORSE system has huge
merits for being used locally
on U.S. soil. These merits tie in
closely to a paradigm shift that
is taking place in the US – not
just one towards clean energy
and towards the use of biogas
but a shift towards distributed
and decentralized systems. The
idea is make available certain
technology so that everyone can
prosper from the ground up. The
movement is changing minds and
moving people such that such
technology becomes affordable
and available for everyone to use
at separate individual premises
without the need for a massive
costly centralized system.
Where the HORSE system sees
making this possible is through
the fact that currently, in the US,
40% of food is wasted. This is
40% of the total food supply - all
the way from the farmer down
distribution channels, to grocery
stores and households. Yet among
all this food waste, it is estimated
that 1 out of 6 families in the U.S.
lack a regular supply of healthy
food.
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The solution to this problem
has been food recovery networks
and food banks. These networks
in the U.S. recover unsold food
from the grocery store to feed
underprivileged families. A
problem that food banks are
experiencing is that they are being
overrun with spoiled food from
the grocery stores such that they
themselves needed to dispose of
excess spoiled food. Therefore,
food banks end up incurring costs
ranging from USD 50 to USD
250 per tonne for disposing or
composting this waste. This can
amount to more than 150 tonnes
over the course of a year. Impact
Bioenergy is working with food
banks to convert this liability
into an asset. With a HORSE,
they can avoid these added costs
of disposing excess food waste
and instead generate energy and
biofertilizer, which is becoming
more valuable as local organic
food production is booming.
Every ton of food waste can be
turned into more than 5 MMBtu
kWh of clean energy and 750 liters
of bio fertilizer.
About Impact Bioenergy
We manufacture and sell portable,
prefabricated bioenergy systems
that convert organic waste

materials into renewable natural
gas and fertilizer with zero waste.
Energy can be in the form of
building heat, hot water, radiant
heat, light, electricity, vehicle fuel,
and prime motion. Fertilizer can
be liquid fertilizer, dried fertilizer,
and compost.
HOR SE – 2 5 t o 1 7 5 t py
commercially available
BUFFALO – 1 to 175 tpy
commercially available – our
export equipment and license
to international partners
NAUTILUS – 185 to 1,000 tpy
undergoing commercialization
OX – a technology partnership
to commercialize a ‘dry’
digester that can take paper,
wood, landscape and food
(215 to 1,100 tpy) – this is a
collaboration with partners
based in Canada and Austria.
IMPACT BIOENERGY’s
uniquely engineered and
sized bioenergy units allow
organizations and communities
to practice onsite bioenergy food
waste diversion, thus substantially
reducing waste disposal and
energy costs, generating a stronger
return on investment than solar
or wind. IMPACT BIOENERGY
customers benefit from a circular
and local food economy.
Our solutions offer continuous
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distributed, base load energy and
heat production, reducing reliance
on power transmission across the
landscape, and providing energy
independence and security. In
addition to on-site bioenergy
diversion our systems can be
deployed right next to existing
operations on the same property,
where the distributed generation
of electricity and heat provides
both cost and supply security. We
can also store bioenergy to address
disaster preparedness and reduce
peak power demand charges.
Eliminate the organic waste
from your trashcan and make
it into two valuable renewable
resources that you can personally
use. Become more self-sufficient,
make renewable energy on your
property, and fertilize your own
food, flowers, and landscape. It is
a hyperlocal solution that builds
resilient energy and food systems.
We have worked hard to crack the
code on scaling down an ancient
technology so it can prosper in
a modern urban setting. We can
ship a complete machine within
about three months after receiving
an order. BD

http://impactbioenergy.com/

BIOGAS & WASTE TO ENERGY
www.icesn.com
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Bio-Methane water absorption scrubbing system

HOUSEHOLD
BIO-METHANE
UTILIZATION
THROUGH A
MICRO GAS
GRID

A THAI CASE STUDY
By Dr Pruk Aggarangsi
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C

urrently, in Thailand
consumption of
liquefied petroleum
gas (LPG) or
cooking gas by household,
i n d u s t r y, t r a n s p o r t a t i o n ,
and petrochemical sectors is
relatively high. This demand
has been affecting LPG price
over the past few years such
that the price does not reflect its
real cost causing LPG domestic
prices to be 3 times lower than
foreign prices. It might not have
been a problem in the past as
the volume of LPG produced
in Thailand was higher than
domestic consumption, and the
excess LPG was then exported
to foreign countries.
H o w e v e r, f r o m 2 0 0 8
to present, it appears that
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Biomethane upgrading plant
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Thailand’s demand for LPG
consumption has increased
significantly and we have had to
start importing 20% of our total
LPG consumption. The average
consumption ratio of household
over the last 7 years has reached
38%, which is equivalent to
to 2.44 million ton per year.
Thailand, therefore has had to
bear the steadily increasing cost
of imported LPG thereafter.
Up g r a d e d bi o - m e t h an e
from biogas certainly has the
potential to substitute LPG
due to its equivalent he at
rate and acceptable emission
levels. Currently, in a tropical
country like Thailand, where
heat mainly is used for cooking
purposes and thus household
consumption is small compared
to countries with colder
winter. As a result, natural
gas pipelines for household
usage is not ver y common
and generally not financially
feasible in Thailand. However,
previous studies show local
production of bio-methane
feeding into a domestic gas
grid network being able to be
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applied to limited service area
as an LPG substitute can be
financially feasible and could
lead to a successful future
business model.
To p r o v e t h e c o n c e p t ,
T he E ne rg y R e s e arch and
Development InstituteNakornping at Chiang Mai
University (ERDI) has been
awarded funding from the
Energy Conservation
Promotion Fund f rom the
Thailand Ministry of
E n e r g y t o i mp l e m e nt t h e
first demonstration project
on a domestic bio-methane
network. The selected site is
a suburban community that is
located in Chiang Mai where
a medium size egg layer farm;
RPM Farm Co., Ltd., is nearby
t h e c om mu n it y. R P M h a s
already installed CMU-CD, a
lagoon based biogas system to
treat daily barn waste with the
desire to participate in building
a s u s t a i n a b l e c o m mu n i t y
thorough biogas / bio-methane.
The biogas system consists of a
1,000 m3 wet anaerobic digester
that is capable of treating waste
f rom 80, 0 0 0 st andi ng eg g
layers. The produced biogas
is partially consumed by small
50 kWe electricity generator
to offset a portion of the farm
utility bill. The rest is sent to
a small-scale biogas to biomethane upgrading facility
that uses water adsorption to
upgrade the gas with a capacity
of 30 m3 / hour. The upgraded
gas contains 82 – 89 % CH4
composition with less than 1%
of O2 , less than 10 ppm H2S
and dew point of lower than -10
ºC to conform with subsequent
re g u l at i ons i n c lu d i ng t h e
quality of natural gas for vehicle
fuel substitute as designated
as CB G (C ompressed BioMethane Gas). A small 250

User with his new stove

barg high pressure compressor,
ground storage and standard
CNG nozzle are also installed
for vehicle filling capability
that is can also be used for
household distribution. The
design technique aims to utilize
high pressure ground storage as
a buffer for both filling stations
and pipeline distribution. The
pipeline network from the
upgrading facility is carefully
laid out to cover 125 households
in phase 1 with the potential
to expand to 500 households
within 3 km radius. The piping
layout is engineered and built
in compliance with ASME
B31.8 standards and other
relevant local regulations.
This implement ation is
tremendously different from
normal biogas pipeline projects.
In addition to decent biomethane quality, other safety
devices include pressure relief
valves, direction check valves,
emergency shut off valves, and
an odorization system for leak
detection. One aspect to point
out is that all households that
have decided to install the biomethane pipeline will also have
to replace their existing LPG
stoves with natural gas stoves or
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in this case a special designed
bio-methane stove, due to
differences in fuel properties.
With total pipe length of over
6 km, serving all 125 houses
in the first phase, the total
investment of the network
including all safety items and
standard gas metering system
is approximately 6.5 million
THB (165,000 USD) without
including the upgrading system.
The network should be able to
deliver 55 tons of bio-methane,
substituting approximately
46 tons of LPG or about 1
million THB per year. This
demonstration project provides
a proof that a bio-methane
gas network installation is
very possible technically and
commercially, especially with
larger communities. The project
also emphasizes the viability
of this technology and raises
safety awareness of biogas / biomethane utilization that will
lead to a new common practice
in sustainable renewable energy
for communities. BD
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5TH ASIA PACIFIC BIOGAS FORUM
23RD – 27TH MAY 2016
POST SHOW REPORT

T

he 5th Asia Pacific
Biogas Forum in
Kuala Lumpur
returned once again
coming back to KL for the
fifth year in a row! The Forum
saw the gathering of more
than 500 delegates, exhibitors
and guests. C ompanies all
throughout the value chain
had the opportunity to share
and discuss their latest ideas
and technology and provide
updates on the status of the
Asia Pacific Biogas market.

g r o u p, T h e I nt e r n at i o n a l
Biogas and Bioenergy Center
of Competence (IBBK). The
s e m i n a r a d d re s s e d t opi c s
of projec t pro cedures and

Agro-Industrial Training
The event was kicked off with
the 1st Agro-Industrial Biogas
Training Seminar which was
j oi nt ly c ar r i e d out by A l l
Events Group and German
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approvals, quality features
and case studies in the field
of electricity generation from
biomass waste. The two-day
training was carried out by
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Michael Koettner, Managing
Director of IBBK.
Conference Day One
The conference began on the
25th and was opened by the
opening remarks of Director of
the International Clean Energy
and Sustainability Network,
Vi n c e nt C h oy, w h i c h w a s
followed by a short presentation
f rom the Chairman of the
Asia Pacific Biogas Alliance,
Steve Peters, who spoke on the
direction and objectives of the
organization.
A panel discussion
resumed following the
morning networking coffee
bre a k , w he re t he topi c of
discussion was ‘The Potential
Opportunities in Commercial
Biogas Development in Asia’.
The panel featured experts

from around the region
repres ent ing SW C or p, of
Malaysia, the Biogas Institute
of the Ministry of Agriculture
f rom C hina, The Viet nam
Biogas Association and Energy
Research and Development
Institute from Chiang Mai
University Thailand. Envitec
Asia then spoke on increasing
biogas yields during anaerobic
digestion before the conference
paused for the networking
lunch.
Following the lunch,
interesting topics were
presented by company
professionals from Alternative
Energy Corp (AEC), PT Raja
Rafa Samudra, Parker Hannifin
and Safe SpA on topics such as
‘Designing Digesters for Mixed
Waste Use’, ‘Using Biogas to
Power Your Vehicles in Your
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P l a n t a t i o n ’,
‘
T
h
e
importance of
Gas Treatment
in Biogas
Appl i c at i ons’
a n d ‘L e s s o n s
Learned from
the First
Commercial
B i o g a s
Upgrading
Facility in
Malaysia’.
A f t e r
b r e a k i n g
briefly for
the afternoon
coffee break
and networking
session, the
conference resumed for the
second panel discussion of the
day which was discussed the
‘Challenges of Getting Biogas
Projects Off the Ground’ and
saw experts from Felda Palm
Oil Industries and Malaysian
Biogas company KIS Group get
into depth about the issue. Day
one was then wrapped up by a
presentation by Vector Energy
C onsulting t hat pres ented
on the topic, ‘What Can Go
Horribly Wrong: Case Studies
of Accidents in Biogas Plants’.
Conference Day Two
The second day of the
conference was opened by
Aseagas, Philippines who spoke
about the future of Biogas in the
Philippines covering ‘Roadmap
for R ene wable Energ y for
t h e Ne x t Ad m i n i s t r at i on’.
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This was followed by talks
on the value of upgrading
biogas to biomethane which
w a s p r e s e nt e d by Ev o n i k
Malaysia and Carbotech who
presented on ’Opportunities
for Gas Grid Injections, Vehicle
Fuel and Biogas as an LPG
Replacement’ and Pressure
Swing Adsorption respectively.
The conference then broke
for the morning networking
c of f e e s e s s i on w h i c h w a s
resumed talks from Pentair
Haffmans, Xebec Inc, DMT
Environmental Technolog y
and Air Liquide Technologies
who spoke on numerous topics
which included ‘Collecting
Carbon Dioxide from Biogas’,
‘Containerized Systems for Easy
Deployment and Installation’
and ‘Membrane Upgrading of
Biogas to Biomethane: Plug

and Play & Chemical Free’ to
‘The Valorization of Biogas
Through the Liquefaction of
Biomethane’.
The conference then paused
for the second days networking
lunch. The day then resumed
wit h t a l ks by t he Swe dish
Energy Research Center, Asia
Biogas and Hit achi Z os en
Inova who spoke on, ‘Biogas
Up g r a d i ng – A Te c h n i c a l
Overview Comparing Available
Techniques on the Market’,
‘New Biogas Applications and
Technologies in South East
Asia’ and ‘The Avenues and
Options of Anaerobic Digestion
and Biogas Upgrading’.
The Day was then
formally concluded by three
presentation by the German
Biogas Association, The
Un ive rs it y of Nott i ng ham
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and The International Biogas
a n d B i o e n e r g y C e nt e r o f
Competence who spoke each
on ‘Safety and Maintenance
i n B i o g a s O p e r at i o n s’, ‘A
New Bioreactor for Biogas
Production from POME’
and ‘Training for the Biogas
Industry’ respectively.
Site Visit
T he l ast d ay of t he e ve nt
was a half day trip to view a
local palm oil mill with an
attached biogas plant at Sungei
Tinggi. The Biogas plant is
the first commercial biogas to
compressed biogas facility in
Malaysia and allowed delegates
to get familiar with biogas
facilities first hand and to know
exactly how an operating plant
works. BD
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Neuman & Esser South East Asia

•

TUV Nord Malaysia Sdn Bhd (pg. 85)

(pg. 68, 85)

•

Union Instrument GmbH (pg. 86)

Oiltek Nova Bioenergy Sdn Bhd

•

Veolia Water Solutions (pg. 65)

(pg 68, 73, 77)

•

Vivam Solid Waste Management Pvt. Ltd

•

(pg. 74)

(pg. 64, 69, 74, 77)

•

One Gasmaster (pg. 69, 80, 85)

•

OPRA Turbines (pg. 73)

•

WCM Power (pg. 65, 75, 81)

•

P&S Design Co. (pg. 80)

•

Wuhan Cubic Optoelectronics Co., Ltd

•

Planet Biogastechnik GmbH (pg. 80, 85)

•

PT Asia Biogas Indonesia (pg. 74)

•

Xebec Inc (pg. 70)

•

PT Natgas Indonesia (pg. 75)

•

Xeon Waste Managers (pg. 65, 70, 81)

•

Pure Energy LLC (pg. 64)

•

Xergi (pg. 65)

•

Q2 Engineering (pg. 64)

•

Zuwa Zumpe Germany  (pg. 86)

•

Recuperma Gmbh (pg 69, 85)

•

Redmore Enviromental (pg. 81)

(pg. 65, 75, 77, 81)

(pg .86)
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AEV Energy Gmbh

Asia Biogas

Products/Services:
Biogas, Waste to Energy, Power Generation,
Electricity Production
Countries covered: Europe, Asia, Iran
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Products/Services:
Asia Biogas designs, constructs, finances and
operates clean energy projects
Countries covered: Southeast Asia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Power
Generation | Consultant

T
E
W

: +49 172 / 801 40 54
: info@aev-energy.de
: www.aev-energy.de

T
E
W

Alternative Energy
Corporation
T
E
W

: +66 2651 9900
: info@asiabiogas.com
: www.asiabiogas.com

Bilgeri Environtec Gmbh

: +65 9029 3990
: mark@altencos.com
: www.altencos.com

T
E
W

Products/Services:
Environmental: Waste to sustainable
energy products
Countries covered: Southeast Asia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

: +43 5578 77005 0
: info@environtec.at
: www.biogas-plant.com

Products/Services:
Gas Purification, Storage, & Combustion, Gas
Flares, Gas Holders, Feenter Equipment
Countries coveed: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Dimasa Groupo
T
E
W

: +34 93 835 9104
:info@dimasagroupo.com
: www.dimasagroup.com

Products/Services:
Treatment (Cleaning & Condition), Upgrading of
Biogas
About:
The international holding Dimasa Group, based
on Barcelona (Spain), a subsidiary in Puebla
(Mexico) and a large commercial network in South
America, has more than 30 years of experience in
designing and manufacturing tanks and equipment
in Fiberglass Reinforced Polyester (GRP). The
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constancy of the preservation of the environment
of the founders and new additions, have made
specialist in the treatment of Water, Waste and
Biogas. The business line of biogas have 3 different
technologies: Biogas Cleaning and Conditioning,
Biogas Pumping and Burning Plant, and Biogas
Enrichment (upgrading); and 1 objective: energetic
valorization of the biogas of the residues.
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading
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Biogasmart

Binder Instrumentation
Pte Ltd
T
E
W

T
E
W

: +65 6562 7638
: binder.engrg@pacific.net.sg
: http://www.binder-engineering.com

: +39 0372 080585
: info@biogasmart.com
: www.biogasmart.com

Products/Services:
COMBIMASS - Biogas analysis & gas flow
systemst
Countries covered: Europe, Middle East,
Southeast Asia, Mexico, Venezuela
Category: Anerobic Digestion

Products/Services:
Storage, Blowers, Compressors, Gas Treatment,
Pumps & Mixers, Air Treatment
Countries covered: Italy, France, Germany,
Denmark, South Korea, Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading

Biodome Asia

Biogas Equity 2 Inc

Products/Services:
Coated, Bolted Steel Tanks for Anaerobic
Digestion & Biodom Double Membrane Gas
Storage
Countries covered: Southeast Asia, Asia-Pacific
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Products/Services:
Waste conversion based on newest patented
German Technology, AD, gasification
Countries covered: North America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +603 5880 6704
: enquiries@biodome-asia.com
: www.biodome-asia.com

: +65 9283 9555
: mikemuller@biogas2.com
: www.biogas2.com

Beijing Yingherui Environmental Technology Co.,Ltd

T
E
W

: +86 010 884 674 81
: yhrwmm@126.com
: www.yhri.cn

We developed our patent technologies for biogas
industry, including semi-aerobic hydrolysis for
fibrous substrate, ABDP technology for low TS
substrate etc. which have been widely applied in
China AD plants. YHR is the earliest bolted Glassfused-to-steel tank manufacturing factory in China.
Up to now, we have delivered over 6,000 GFS tanks
worldwide in biogas & wastewater treatment.

Products/Services:
Design, Supply and installation of Anaerobic
Digestor
About:
Beijing Yingherui Environmental Technology
Co., Ltd(YHR) established in 2005, dedicated in
researching and developing of Anaerobic Digestion
technologies and equipment manufacturing.
YHR is a Top-level provider of the comprehensive
solution for organic waste treatment in China.

Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Consultant
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Biotec International Asia

Digester Doc

Products/Services:
Design, build and operate biogas plants especially
in Palm Oil Mills
Countries covered: Malaysia, Indonesia
Category: Anerobic Digestion

Products/Services:
Laboratory services, consulting and
optimization testing services
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Biowatt Development Ltd

Enviroequip Sales & Rentals

Products/Services:
Project development, engineering and funding
Countries covered: UK
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Consultants

Products/Services:
Gas analysers for biogas, landfill gas
Countries covered: Southeast Asia, India,
Pakistan, Middle East
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Miscellaneous

CEICO Consulting Pte Ltd

Geotech

Products/Services:
Consulting, engineering and implementation of
biogas on a turkey basis
Countries covered: India, Nepal, Sri Lanka
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading

Products/Services:
Fixed and portable gas analyzers, suppliers for
biogas applications world wide
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

T
E
W

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +603 5880 4100
: asia@biotec-net
: www.bio-tec.net

: +44 845 838 0735
: solutions.hub@biowatt.co.uk
: www.biowatt.uk.com

: +91 9844 1723 53
: gerard@ceico.com
: www.ceico.in

CIMC Enric
T
E
W

: +86 552 307 3687
: edllchaustin@163.com
: www.enricgroup.com

Products/Services:Anaerobic digestion,
methane gas desulphurisation, decarburation,
EPC Project management, modularization,
stadardization and intelleginization in methane
gas engineering
Countries covered: North America, Europe,
South America, Central Asia, Southeast Asia,
Russia, Australia, China, Thailand, India
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Gas Distribution | Consultants
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T
E
W

T
E
W

T
E
W

: 208-731-3234
: will@digesterdoc.com
: www.digesterdoc.com

: +603 7987 8386
: enquiry@enviroequip.com.my
: www.enviroequip.com.my

: +44 1926 338 111
: sales@geotech.co.uk
: www.geotechuk.com

Hangzhou Energy &
Envionmental Engineering
Co. Ltd.
T
E
W

: +86571 8604 1861-8704
: heee-gm@163.com
: www.heee-biogas.com

Products/Services:
Process design, equipment supply
Countries covered:  
China, Bangladesh, Thailand, Kazakhstan
Categories: Anaerobic Digestion
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Hycura
T
E
W

: 1 888 406 9670
: info@hycura.com
: www.hycura.com

Products/Services:
Microbe granulation technology for increased
production of bio-gases
Countries covered: USA, Canada
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

KIS (Knowledge Integration
Services) Group
T
E
W

: +603 2615 7237
: contact@kisgroup.net
: www.kisgroup.net

Products/Services:
ZPHBTM POME Treatment Technology
Countries covered: India, Idonesia, Singapore,
Colombia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Konzen Clean Energy
T
E
W

: +603 2161 8987
: info@konzencleanenergy.com
: www.konzencleanenergy.com

Products/Services:
Water and wastewater treatment plant,
anaerobic system, biogas plant
Countries covered: Malaysia, China
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Mailhem Engineers
T
E
W

: +91 20 2565 0047
: info@mailhem.com
: www.mailhem.com

Products/Services:
Solid & liquid organic waste treatment projects
on turnkey basis
Countries covered: India, Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation

Maverick Biomethane Projects
Pvt Ltd
T
E
W

: +91 265 234 3010
: info@maverickbiomethane.com
: www.maverickbiomethane.com

Products/Services:
Green waste to energy, BG2CNG, anaerobic
digestion
Countries covered: UAE, Tanzania, Kenya,
Congo, India, Mauritius
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Gas Distribution

MT Energie Gmbh
T
E
W

: +49 4281 9845 0
: info@mt-energie.com
: www.mt-energie.com

Products/Services:
Biogas plant, bogas upgrading plant, biogas
plant components, technical and biological
support
Countries covered: UK, US, Germany, Europe
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading

Oiltek Nova Bioenergy Sdn
Bhd
T
E
W

: +603 55428 288
: lester@oiltek.com.my
: www.oiltek.com.my

Products/Services:
“Our technology is proven successfully in
POME application since 28 years ago. “
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Gas
Distribution
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Pure Energy LLC

Tech Infinity Engineering

Products/Services:
PEG offers advanced scalable AD technology
for waste to energy conversion
Countries covered: USA, Europe, Asia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Products/Services:
Complete biogas value chain provider
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Gas
Distribution

T
E
W

: 435 659 3541
: info@peg-ibr.com
: www.pureenergygroupllc.com

Spectrum Renewable Energy
Private Limited
T
E
W

: +91 40 23281918
: drrao@srel.in
: www.srel.in

T
E
W

: +603 7726 3231
: info@techinfinity.my
: www.techinfinity.my

Teck Guan
T
E
W

: +6016 826 9852
: douglas@teckguan.com
: www.teckguan.com

Products/Services:
Anaerobic Digestion
Countries covered: ASIA & USA
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Products/Services:
A 10 year experience jumpstart for maximum
production from POME
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

SP Multitech Renewable
Energy

True Eco

T
E
W

: +603 5882 5595
: info@spmultitech.com
: www.spmultitech.com

Products/Services:
Biogas technology and equipment, design and
construction of biogas plants
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Q2 Engineering
T
E
W

: +603 7665 3788
: Q2@Q2 .com.my
: www.q2.com.my

Products/Services:
Design, build, investment, technology provider
for bogas and landfill gas
Countries covered: Malaysia, Indonesia, West
Africa, Ivory Coast
Category: Anaerobic Digestion
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T
E
W

: +6011-2627 8823,
: elainewong@true-eco.com
: www.true-eco.com

Products/Services:
On-going training, maintenance, service
support, continuous system monitoring,
process research and analysis
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Power
Generation, Consultants

TT Renewable Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: 012-6226615 / 03-27110888
: ssales@tenagatiub.com.my
: N.A

Products/Services:
System Integrator & Technology Provider For
Biogas To Power Plant
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Biomethane
Upgrading, Power Generation, Consultants
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Vivam Solid Waste
Management Pvt. Ltd.

Xeon Waste Managers

W

Products/Services:
Energy Bin, enzymes and cultures for anaerobic
digestion and biogas plants
Countries covered: India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan,
Europe, Bangladesh, USA, UK
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |Biomethane
Upgrading | Consultants | Miscellaneous

T
E

T
E
W

: 9423781306
: contact@vivamgroup.co.in / 		
Nirmala@vivamgroup.co.in
: www.vivamgroup.co.in

Products/Services:
Waste management consultancy, Turnkey
supply erection and commissioning of Biogas
and compost plant of capacity 1 kg to 1000 tons
per day
Countries covered: India
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Consultants

Xergi
T
E
W

Veolia Water Solutions
T
E
W

: +91 9004 689601
: srinivas@xeonwm.com
: www.xeonwm.com

: +65 6549 1556
: michel.otten@veoliawater.com
: www.veoliawaterst-sea.com

: +45 2076 3381
: olet@xergi.com
: www.xergi.com

Products/Services: Waste Management, Design
and build large scale biogas plant
Countries covered: Japan, Korea, China,
ailand, Vietnam, Malaysia, Singapore,
Philippines, Indonesia, Europe, Africa, North
America, and others. North America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Products/Services:
Biothane product line including promethane
and a leading solution for POME
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

WCM Power Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: 03  6148 3726
: enquiry@wcmgroup.my
: www.vwcmgroup.my

Products/Services:
EPCC/BOOT/AD & Biogas Consulting
Countries covered: Malaysia, Indonesia, West
Africa, Latin America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Power
Generation, Consultants
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Air Liquide Advaced
Technologies

T
: +86 21 8035 5302
E
: atc.contact@airliquide.com
W
:
www.airliquideadvanceartechnologies.com
www.cn.airliquide.com
Products/Services:
Solutions to upgrade all biogas for injection into
the natural gas network, Production of vehicle
fuel and liquid biomethane, production of
renewable hydrocarbon
Countries covered: Africa, Middle East, AsiaPacific, Europe
Category: Biomethane Upgrading

Bauer Gmbh
T
E
W

: +43/ 3142/ 200-0
: bauer@bauer-at.com
: www.bauer-at.com

Products/Services:
Press screw separators, eccentric screw pumps,
submersible pumps, submersibe mixers, biodos
automatic feed system, slurry tankers
Countries covered: North America, Russia,
Australia, Slovakia, Ukraine, Hungary, Brazil,
Poland, Romania, Asia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Gas
Distribution

Biogasmart
T
E
W

: +39 0372 080585
: info@biogasmart.com
: www.biogasmart.com

Products/Services:
Storage, Blowers, Compressors, Gas Treatment,
Pumps & Mixers, Air Treatment
Countries covered: Italy, France, Germany,
Denmark, South Korea, Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading
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Biogas Equity 2 Inc
T
E
W

: +65 9283 9555
: mikemuller@biogas2.com
: www.biogas2.com

Products/Services:
Waste conversion based on newest patented
German Technology, AD, gasification
Countries covered: North America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation

Bireme Group Pte Ltd
T
E
W

: +65 6748 7988
: adrian.bek@biremegroup.com
: www.biremegroup.com

Products/Services:
Natural gas/Biogas dryer/purification, On-site
N2/O2 generators, Compressed Air Turn-key
solutions.
Countries covered: Australia, Singapore,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand,
Pakistan, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan
Category: Biomethane Upgrading

Carbotech
T
E
W

: +49 (201) 50709-300
: mail@carbotech.info
: www.carbotech.info/en.html

Products/Services:
Innovative and comprehensive solutions in the
field of gas separation
Countries covered: Germany, Sweden
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Power
Generation
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CEICO Consulting Pte Ltd

Energy & Waste S.I

Products/Services:
Consulting, engineering and implementation of
biogas on a turkey basis
Countries covered: India, Nepal, Sri Lanka
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading

Products/Services:
Biogas dryer, Biogas Cleaning, Biogas
upgrading, Foam removal, Gravel filter, Particle
filter
Countries covered: South America, Spain
Category: Biomethane Upgrading

CIMC Enric

Envitec Biogas AG

Products/Services:
Anaerobic digestion, methane gas
desulphurisation, decarburation, EPC Project
management, modularization, stadardization
and intelleginization in methane gas
engineering
Countries covered: North America, Europe,
South America, Central Asia, Southeast Asia,
Russia, Australia, China, Thailand, India
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Gas Distribution | Consultants

Products/Services:
Biogas and biogas upgrading plants
Countries covered:
Over 20 countries in Asia, Europe and
North America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion
| Biomethane Upgrading

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +91 9844 1723 53
: gerard@ceico.com
: www.ceico.in

T
E
W

: +86 552 307 3687
: edllchaustin@163.com
: www.enricgroup.com

T
E
W

: +49 2574 8888 0
: info@envitec-biogas.com
: www.envitec-biogas.com

Evonik Malaysia
T
E
W

Climate Energy
T
E
W

: +34930019877
: ewtech@ewtech-ing.com
: www.ewtech-ing.com

: +603 2268 7878
: micheal.yeong@evonik.com
: www.evonik.com

Products/Services:
Biomethane upgrading, membrane solutions
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading

: +603 5115 0118
: ching@climateenergy.net
: N.A

Products/Services:
Solutions provider in gas handling and
utilization of downstream biogas plant
including power generation, hear recovery and
gas purficiation (bio-methane)
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Power
Generation

Greenlane Technologies Ltd
T
E
W

: +64 9571 0687
: salesnz@greenlanebiogas.com
: www.greenlanebiogas.com

Products/Services:
Biogas upgrading, gas compression and biogas
conditioning & Dehydration Systems.
Countries covered: Asia & Australia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading
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Kwangshin

MT Energie Gmbh

Products/Services:
Gas compressors, bottling, gas turbine for biogas
upgrading and CNG fueling
Countries covered: Malaysia, South Korea, USA
Category: Biomethane Upgrading

Products/Services:
Biogas plant, bogas upgrading plant, biogas
plant components, technical and biological
support
Countries covered: UK, US, Germany, Europe
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading

T
E
W

: 603-6201-7435
: ykmin88@everchem.com.my
: www.kwangshin.com

Mailhem Engineers
T
E
W

: +91 20 2565 0047
: info@mailhem.com
: www.mailhem.com

Products/Services:
Solid & liquid organic waste treatment projects
on turnkey basis
Countries covered: India, Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation

Maverick Biomethane Projects
Pvt Ltd
T
E
W

: +91 265 234 3010
: info@maverickbiomethane.com
: www.maverickbiomethane.com

Products/Services:
Green waste to energy, BG2CNG, anaerobic
digestion
Countries covered: UAE, Tanzania, Kenya,
Congo, India, Mauritius
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Gas Distribution
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T
E
W

: +49 4281 9845 0
: info@mt-energie.com
: www.mt-energie.com

Neuman & Esser South
East Asia
T
E
W

: +66 38 923700
: info@neuman-esser.co.th
: www.neuman-esser.de

Products/Services:
Reciprocating compressor systems, parts and
services
Countries covered: Southeast Asia, Taiwan,
South Korea, Australia, New Zealand
Category: Biomethane Upgrading |
Miscellaneous

Oiltek Nova Bioenergy
Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: +603 55428 288
: lester@oiltek.com.my
: www.oiltek.com.my

Products/Services:
“Our technology is proven successfully in
POME application since 28 years ago. “
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Gas
Distribution
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One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd

Taiyo Nippon Sanso

Products/Services:
Bio-Gas Analyser System solution provider
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Consultants
| Miscellaneous

Products/Services:
Industrial gas solutions, air separation and gas
handling
Countries covered: US, China, Taiwan, Korea,
Singapore, Vietnam, Philippines, Malaysia,
Indonesia, India
Category: Biomethane Upgrading

T : +603 78850202
E : sales@onegasmaster.com
W : www.onegasmaster.com

T
E
W

Recuperma Gmbh
T
E
W

: +49 2305 54886 - 0
: info@recuperma.de
: www.recuperma.com

Tech Infinity Engineering
T
E
W

Products/Services:
Universal disintegrator: UzBio, Substrate
preparation, increasing gas recovery
Countries covered: Germany
Category: Biomethane Upgrading |
Miscellaneous
: +39 051 687 82251
: info@safegas.it
: www.safegas.it

True Eco
T
E
W

Products/Services:
Gas compressors, bio-methane upgrading, gas
transportation & distribution solutions
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Gas
Distribution

: +6011-2627 8823,
: elainewong@true-eco.com
: www.true-eco.com

Products/Services:
On-going training, maintenance, service
support, continuous system monitoring, process
research and analysis
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Power
Generation, Consultants

Samapi Group
T
E
W

: +603 7726 3231
: info@techinfinity.my
: www.techinfinity.my

Products/Services:
Complete biogas value chain provider
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Gas
Distribution

SAFE S.p.A.
T
E
W

: +65 6265 9355
: shleong@nox.com.sg
: www.tn-sanso.co.jp.en

: +41 91 9306395
: remfer@samapigroup.com
: www.samapigroup.com

Products/Services:
Gas compression, Bio-methane treatment
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Power
Generation | Gas Distribution
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TT Renewable Sdn Bhd

Xebec Inc

Products/Services:
System Integrator & Technology Provider For
Biogas To Power Plant
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Consultants

Products/Services: Biogas Upgrading Plants
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Biomethane Upgrading

T
E
W

: 012-6226615 / 03-27110888
: ssales@tenagatiub.com.my
: N.A

Vivam Solid Waste Management
Pvt. Ltd.

T
: 9423781306
E
: contact@vivamgroup.co.in / 			
Nirmala@vivamgroup.co.in
W
: www.vivamgroup.co.in
Products/Services:
Waste management consultancy, Turnkey supply
erection and commissioning of Biogas and compost
plant of capacity 1 kg to 1000 tons per day
Countries covered: India
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Consultants

T
E
W

: +001 450 979 8700
: sales@xebecinc.com
: www.xebecinc.com

Xeon Waste Managers
T
E
W

: +91 9004 689601
: srinivas@xeonwm.com
: www.xeonwm.com

Products/Services:
Energy Bin, enzymes and cultures for anaerobic
digestion and biogas plants
Countries covered: India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan,
Europe, Bangladesh, USA, UK
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |Biomethane
Upgrading | Consultants | Miscellaneous

True Eco Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: +601126278823
: askme@true-eco.com ￼
: www.true-eco.com

Products/Services:
Consulting, engineering, construction and
operation management of anaerobic digestion
system and biogas plant
About:
It is people that deliver projects. Leveraging
on technical know-how and plant operation
experience, our team work closely with you
to assist you in designing and configuring
operator-friendly solutions that tailored to
support your specific wastewater and biogas
goals. Our comprehensive engineering service
range offers: project feasibility assessment,
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technical design and procurement, project
construction, operation and maintenance,
process improvement and technical training.
With the drive to reduce downtime and cost
pressure, we benefit our clients by optimizing
cost and improving operational reliability. We
are committed to assist you in your wastewater
and biogas ventures. Contact us today.
Countries covered: Malaysia, South East Asia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Biomethane
Upgrading, Power Generation, Consultants
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Asia Biogas

Carbotech

Products/Services:
Asia Biogas designs, constructs, finances and
operates clean energy projects
Countries covered: Southeast Asia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Power
Generation | Consultant

Products/Services: Innovative and
comprehensive solutions in the field of gas
separation
Countries covered: Germany, Sweden
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Power
Generation

Biogas Equity 2 Inc

Caterpillar Asia

Products/Services:
Waste conversion based on newest patented
German Technology, AD, gasification
Countries covered: North America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation

Products/Services:
Gas engine generator systems for power
generation and heat utilization
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Power Generation

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +66 2651 9900
: info@asiabiogas.com
: www.asiabiogas.com

T
E
W

: +65 9283 9555
: mikemuller@biogas2.com
: www.biogas2.com

: +49 (201) 50709-300
: mail@carbotech.info
: www.carbotech.info/en.html

T: +65 9154 3697
E: johncylee@cat.com
W: www.catgaspower.com

KPSR Construction
T
E
W

: +60 18 2795 013
: kpsr-biogas@outlook.com ￼
: www.kpsr-biogas.com

Products/Services:
Design and consulting services for industrial
anaerobic digestion and biogas treatment

for a SE Asian context, our projects are adapted
to each site and can be implemented in remote
locations. Typical feed-stocks are palm oil,
cassava waste, distillery waste and feedlot waste.
Solids are able to be included. Typical project
size is 2 – 4 MWe.

About:
KPSR Construction are biogas project specialists
- this is all we do. We provide a niche service
where our client’s project needs are the focus of a
complete customised design. We are professional
engineers who understand the technical issues
leading to reliable operation. Our projects are
efficient, effective, straightforward to operate,
and meet all reasonable investment criteria.
Designed

Countries covered: Global
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Biomethane
Upgrading, Power Generation, Consultants
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POWER GENERATION

Climate Energy

Fornovogas

Products/Services:
Solutions provider in gas handling and
utilization of downstream biogas plant
including power generation, hear recovery and
gas purficiation (bio-methane)
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Power
Generation

Products/Services:
Complete solutions for worldwide gas
compression
Countries covered: Complete solutions for
worldwide gas compression
Category: Power Generation | Gas
Distribution

Dresser-Rand

Impact Bienergy

Products/Services:
Bioenergy (Biogas from biodigestion, sewage,
landfill) & Energy efficiency (co-generation trigeneration)
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Power Generation

Products/Services:
We manufacture portable bioenergy systems
that convert organic waste materials into energy
and biofertilizer
Countries covered: USA, Philippines
Category: Power Generation | Consultants |
Miscellaneous

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +603 5115 0118
: ching@climateenergy.net
: N.A

: +34 943 8651 82
: guascor@guascor.com
: www.dresser-rand.com

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +39 0521 1553844
: info@fornovogas.it
: www.fornovogas.it/en/

: +1 315 434 1100
: srirup.k@impactbioenergy.com
: www. impactbioenergy.com

Solmax BioEnergy
T
E
W

: 603-33753600  | Ext: 305/309
: jtan@solmaxbioenergy.com￼
: www.solmaxbioenergy.com

Products/Services:
Invest and Operate for Biogas Power Plants
from Organic Waste
About:
Solmax is a global environmental solution
provider with its headquarters in Canada. In
line with Solmax’s mission “Protect, Create
and Optimize”, Solmax BioEnergy focuses on
protecting the environment while generating
renewable energy from organic waste. Benefiting
from 35 years of experience of its parent company
in environmental protection, Solmax BioEnergy
puts its expertise to the organic waste treatment
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industry by acting as a BOOT (Build, Own,
Operate & Transfer) investor. In conjunction with
its sister unit that has already innovated within
this industry by introducing the BioCoverPro
geomembrane to contain biogas generated from
organic waste water, Solmax BioEnergy is offering
great technical expertise, solid financial standing
and an innovative spirit to this growing industry.
Countries covered: Global
Category: Power Generation
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Libertine FPE Limited

Multico Enviro

Products/Services:
1-100kW power generation, CHP and waste
heat recovery technology
Countries covered: Asia, South America
Category: Power Generation

Products/Services:
Pre-engineering design, electrical and
mechaical works and project management for
clean opwer generation
Countries covered: Malaysia, Thailand,
Philippines, Taiwan, Maynmar, Indonesia,
Cambodia, Laos
Category: Power Generation | Consultants

T
E
W

: +44 7740 488 130
: sam.cockerill@libertine.co.uk
: www.lbertine.co.uk

T
E
W

Mailhem Engineers
T
E
W

: +91 20 2565 0047
: info@mailhem.com
: www.mailhem.com

Oiltek Nova Bioenergy
Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

Products/Services:
Solid & liquid organic waste treatment projects
on turnkey basis
Countries covered: India, Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation
: +66 2742 8000
: somkiat.chos@metrocat.com
: www.metrocat.com

OPRA Turbines

Products/Services:
Sells and services the complete caterpillar gas
line of products
Countries covered: Thailand
Category: Power Generation

T
E
W

: +65 9851 8279
: n.htwee@opraturbines.com
: www.opraturbines.com

Products/Services:
Gas turbine generators
Countries covered: UAE, Netherlands, Russia,
Singapore, US
Category: Power Generation

MTU Asia Pte Ltd
T
E
W

: +603 55428 288
: lester@oiltek.com.my
: www.oiltek.com.my

Products/Services:
“Our technology is proven successfully in
POME application since 28 years ago. “
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Gas
Distribution

Metro Machinery Co.
T
E
W

: +603 7960 4898
: inquiry@multico.com.my
: www.multico.com.my

: +65 6860 9703
: desmod.kho@mtu-online.com
: www.mtuonsiteenergy.com

Products/Services:
MTU onsite energy power genset (gas, diesel,
biogas)
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Power Generation
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PT Asia Biogas Indonesia
T
E
W

: +62 21 5296 0370
: adhi.erlangga@asiabiogas.co.id
: www.asiabiogas.com

Products/Services:
Biogas & biomass plant designer for both
thermal and electricity generation
Countries covered: Thailand, Indonesia,
Singapore
Category: Power Generation

Samapi Group
T
E
W

: +41 91 9306395
: remfer@samapigroup.com
: www.samapigroup.com

Products/Services:
Gas compression, Bio-methane treatment
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Power
Generation | Gas Distribution

Sime Darby Industrial
T
E
W

: +86 510 8663 2086
: ng.chun.hoong@simedarby.com
: www.simedarby.com

Products/Services:
Caterpillar palm oil biogas, agriculture biogas,
landfill and sewage gas generators
Countries covered: Malaysia, Singapore,
Australia, PNG
Category: Power Generation
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Shuangliang Eco-Energy
System Co. Ltd.
T
E
W

: +86 510 8663 2086 / 8822
: ktsales@shuangliang.com
: www.shuangliang.com

Products/Services:
Co-gen, Tri-gen system with LiBr absorption
chiller/heat pump
Countries covered: China, Thailand
Category: Power Generation

Tech Infinity Engineering
T
E
W

: +603 7726 3231
: info@techinfinity.my
: www.techinfinity.my

Products/Services:
Complete biogas value chain provider
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |
Biomethane Upgrading | Power Generation
|Gas Distribution

True Eco
T
E
W

: +6011-2627 8823,
: elainewong@true-eco.com
: www.true-eco.com

Products/Services:
Consulting, Engineering, Construction and
operation management of anaerobic dygestion
system and biogas plant
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Power
Generation | Consultants
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TT Renewable Sdn Bhd

WCM Power Sdn Bhd

Products/Services:
System Integrator & Technology Provider For
Biogas To Power Plant
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Consultants

Products/Services:
EPCC/BOOT/AD & Biogas Consulting
Countries covered: Malaysia, Indonesia, West
Africa, Latin America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Power
Generation | Consultants

T
E
W

: 012-6226615 / 03-27110888
: ssales@tenagatiub.com.my
: N.A

T
E
W

: 03  6148 3726
: enquiry@wcmgroup.my
: www.vwcmgroup.my

Vivam Solid Waste
Management Pvt. Ltd.
T
E

W

: 9423781306
: contact@vivamgroup.co.in / 		
Nirmala@vivamgroup.co.in
: www.vivamgroup.co.in

Products/Services:
Waste management consultancy, Turnkey
supply erection and commissioning of Biogas
and compost plant of capacity 1 kg to 1000 tons
per day
Countries covered: India
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Consultants
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Bauer Gmbh

Environtec

Products/Services:
Press screw separators, eccentrc screw pumps,
submersible pumps, submersibe mixers, biodos
automatic feed system, slurry tankers
Countries covered: North America, Russia,
Australia, Slovakia, Ukraine, Hungary, Brazil,
Poland, Romania, Asia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Gas
Distribution

Products/Services:
Waste air cleaning, Gas treatment, Gas Storage,
Gas recovery
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Gas Distribution | Miscellaneous

T
E
W

: +43/ 3142/ 200-0
: bauer@bauer-at.com
: www.bauer-at.com

CIMC Enric
T
E
W

: +86 552 307 3687
: edllchaustin@163.com
: www.enricgroup.com

Products/Services:
Anaerobic digestion, methane gas
desulphurisation, decarburation, EPC Project
management, modularization, stadardization
and intelleginization in methane gas
engineering
Countries covered: North America, Europe,
South America, Central Asia, Southeast Asia,
Russia, Australia, China, Thailand, India
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Gas Distribution | Consultants

Continental Industrie
T
E
W

: (+34) 934 96 10 80
: andrea@keyways-int.com
: www.continental-industrie.com

Products/Services:
Multi Stage Centrifugal Blowers, Single Stage
Turbo Compressor, Gas Boosters
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Gas Distribution | Miscellaneous
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T
E
W

: + 43 5578 77005-0
: info@environtec.at
: www.biogas-plant.com

Fornovogas
T
E
W

: +39 0521 1553844
: info@fornovogas.it
: www.fornovogas.it/en/

Products/Services:
Complete solutions for worldwide gas
compression
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Power Generation | Gas Distribution

Gas Malaysia
T
E
W

: 03 - 5192 3000
: enquiries@gasmalaysia.com
: www.gasmalaysia.com

Products/Services:
Gas distribution
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Gas Distribution

Maverick Biomethane Projects
Pvt Ltd
T
E
W

: +91 265 234 3010
: info@maverickbiomethane.com
: www.maverickbiomethane.com

Products/Services:
Green waste to energy, BG2CNG, anaerobic
digestion
Countries covered: UAE, Tanzania, Kenya,
Congo, India, Mauritius
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Gas Distribution
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Oiltek Nova Bioenergy
Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

Tech Infinity Engineering
T
E
W

: +603 55428 288
: lester@oiltek.com.my
: www.oiltek.com.my

Products/Services:
Complete biogas value chain provider
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Gas
Distribution

Products/Services:
“Our technology is proven successfully in
POME application since 28 years ago. “
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Gas
Distribution

Vivam Solid Waste
Management Pvt. Ltd.

PT Natgas Indonesia
T
E
W

T
E

: +62 8136 436 6041
: shleong@nox.cm.sg
: N.A

W

: 9423781306
: contact@vivamgroup.co.in / 		
Nirmala@vivamgroup.co.in
: www.vivamgroup.co.in

Products/Services:
Waste management consultancy, Turnkey
supply erection and commissioning of Biogas
and compost plant of capacity 1 kg to 1000 tons
per day
Countries covered: India
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Gas
Distribution | Consultants

Products/Services:
Specialize in CNG gas equipment and piping
Countries covered: Indonesia
Category: Gas Distribution

Samapi Group
T
E
W

: +603 7726 3231
: info@techinfinity.my
: www.techinfinity.my

: +41 91 9306395
: remfer@samapigroup.com
: www.samapigroup.com

Products/Services:
Gas compression, Bio-methane treatment
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Power
Generation | Gas Distribution

SAFE S.p.A.
T
E
W

: +39 051 687 82251
: info@safegas.it
: www.safegas.it

Products/Services:
Gas compressors, bio-methane upgrading, gas
transportation & distribution solutions
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Gas
Distribution
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CONSULTANTS

ADI Systems Asia Pacific

Biowatt Development Ltd

Products/Services:
Specialists in wastewater treatment and wasteto-energy systems design
Countries covered: Asia-Pacific Region
Category: Consultants

Products/Services:
Project development, engineering and funding
Countries covered: UK
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Consultants

Asia Biogas

T
E
W

T
E
W

T
E
W

: 0064 951 0240
: asiapacific@adi.ca
: www.adisysteminc.com

: +66 2651 9900
: info@asiabiogas.com
: www.asiabiogas.com

Products/Services:
Asia Biogas designs, constructs, finances and
operates clean energy projects
Countries covered: Southeast Asia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Power
Generation | Consultant

T
E
W

: +44 845 838 0735
: solutions.hub@biowatt.co.uk
: www.biowatt.uk.com

BTS Biogas

: +39 0454 85 42 05;
: R.Salmaso@bts-biogas.com
: www.bts-biogas.com

Products/ Services:
BTS Biogas is the largest provider of biogas
plants in Italy and is a pioneer in this sector. The
core expertise of the company is in planning,
production, and constructing the plants.
Countries: Italy, UK, Germany, France, Czech
Republic, Portugal, Romania, Japan, South Korea
Category: Consultants

DMT Enviromental Technology
T
E
W

: +31 (0) 513 63 67 89
: hdekker@dmt-et.nl
: www.dmt-et.nl

Products/Services:
Biogas Upgrading, Gas Desulphurisation, Water
Treatment
About:
ManDMT Environmental Technology is the
expert and global leader in biogas upgrading
technology. Focusing on the Palm Oil Industry,
DMT delivers desulphurization and upgrading
technology specifically for biogas from Palm Oil
Mill Effluent in order to create value from waste.
Its proven, profitable, sustainable and easy to
use.
DMT Environmental Technology is a fast
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growing company that specializes in helping
companies to contribute to the environment in
a sustainable and profitable way. The techniques
we implement solve environmental issues. With
over more than 28 years of experience, DMT is
reliable partner and market leader in the field of
biogas upgrading. DMT has won several awards
on innovation and technology as well as several
growth awards.
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Biomethane, Consultants
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CIMC Enric

Genpower Carbon Solutions

Products/Services:
Anaerobic digestion, methane gas
desulphurisation, decarburation, EPC Project
management, modularization, stadardization
and intelleginization in methane gas
engineering
Countries covered: North America, Europe,
South America, Central Asia, Southeast Asia,
Russia, Australia, China, Thailand, India
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Gas Distribution | Consultants

Products/Services:
Waste to energy project development, biogas
POA inclusion & carbon finance
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Consultants

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +86 552 307 3687
: edllchaustin@163.com
: www.enricgroup.com

: +603 7863 0826
: Martha.fernandez@bunge.com
: N.A

Green Access Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: +603 7620 7929
: green.access.my@gmail.com
: N.A

Products/Services:
Commercialization of an integrated microbial
based POME treatment system (PTS)
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Consultants

SEBIGAS
T
E
W

: 0039 0331 1817 711
: sales@sebigas.com
: www.sebigas.com

Products/Services:
Tailored plants, to suit customer requirement
and technology and engineering as technology
provider

and development in biology and engineerring
fields are the strengths that characterise
SEBIGAS products. SEBGIAS operates and EPC
CONTRACTOR for the construction of turnkey
plants ad provider technology and engineering
in the role of TECHNOLOGY PROVIDER.

About:
SEBIGAS, a division of EXERGY S.p.A., subholding of maccaferri Industrial Group is
specialized in the design, construction and
management of biogas power plant. SEBIGAS
offers INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS for the
widest-ranging demands of the market.
Financial strength, technological exoertise and
flexibility execution with a focus on research

Countries covered: Italy, Thailand, Brazil
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Consultants
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Impact Biogas

One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd

Products/Services:
We manufacture portable bioenergy systems
that convert organic waste materials into energy
and biofertilizer
Countries covered: USA, Philippines
Category: Power Generation | Consultants |
Miscellaneous

Products/Services:
Bio-Gas Analyser System solution provider
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading |
Consultants | Miscellaneous

T
E
W

: +1 315 434 1100
: chingyu.yeung@inficon.com
: www. impactbioenergy.com

Multico Enviro
T
E
W

: +603 7960 4898
: inquiry@multico.com.my
: www.multico.com.my

Products/Services:
Pre-engineering design, electrical and
mechaical works and project management for
clean opwer generation
Countries covered: Malaysia, Thailand,
Philippines, Taiwan, Maynmar, Indonesia,
Cambodia, Laos
Category: Power Generation | Consultants

MV Technologies
T
E
W

: +1 303 277 1625
: info@mvseer.com
: www.mvseer.com

Products/Services:
Engineered hydrogen sulfide (H2S Removal),
methane gas desulphurization, odor control
Countries covered: USA, UK, Asia-Pacific, EU
Category: Consultants | Miscellaneous
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T
E
W

: +603 78850202
: sales@onegasmaster.com
: www.onegasmaster.com

PlanET Biogastechnik
GmbH
T
E
W

: 0049 2564 3950126
: sales@planet-biogas.com
: en.planet-biogas.com

Products/Services:
Engineering, Material Supply, Installation,
Service
Countries covered:
North America, Several European
Countries,
Australia, Southeast Asia, China, Japan
Category: Consultants | Miscellaneous

P&S Design Co.
T
E
W

: +662 3120 165
: paiboon@psbiogas.com
: www.psbiogas.com

Products/Services:
Environmental & energy engineering expert
consultant
Countries covered: Thailand
Category: Consultants
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Redmore Environmental Ltd
T
E
W

Vivam Solid Waste
Management Pvt. Ltd.

: 0161 706 0075
: info@red-env.co.uk
: www.red-env.co.uk

T
E

Products/Services:
Environmental assessments in support of
planning or permitting applications
Countries covered: UK
Category: Consultants

W

Products/Services:
Waste management consultancy, Turnkey
supply erection and commissioning of Biogas
and compost plant of capacity 1 kg to 1000 tons
per day
Countries covered: India
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Gas
Distribution | Consultants

Reex Capital Asia
T
E
W

: +65 6818 9710
: yanis.boudjouher@reexasia.com
: www.reexasia.com

Products/Services:
Capital raising (equity and debt), development
strategy via M&A, and J, due diligence, feasiility
studies and advisory
Countries covered: Asia
Category: Consultants

WCM Power Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: 03  6148 3726
: enquiry@wcmgroup.my
: www.vwcmgroup.my

Products/Services:
EPCC/BOOT/AD & Biogas Consulting
Countries covered: Malaysia, Indonesia, West
Africa, Latin America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Power
Generation, Consultants

True Eco
T
E
W

: 9423781306
: contact@vivamgroup.co.in / 		
Nirmala@vivamgroup.co.in
: www.vivamgroup.co.in

: +6011-2627 8823,
: elainewong@true-eco.com
: www.true-eco.com

Products/Services:
Consulting, Engineering, Construction and
operation management of anaerobic dygestion
system and biogas plant
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Power
Generation | Consultants

Xeon Waste Managers
T
E
W

: +91 9004 689601
: srinivas@xeonwm.com
: www.xeonwm.com

Products/Services: Energy Bin, enzymes and
cultures for anaerobic digestion and biogas
plants
Countries covered: India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan,
Europe, Bangladesh, USA, UK
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |Biomethane
Upgrading | Consultants | Miscellaneous
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Addinol Lube Oil
T
E
W

: +49 172/801 40 54
: info@ave-energy.de
: www.aev-energy.de

Products/Services:
Biogas, Waste to Energy, Energy Production,
Electricity Production
Countries covered: Europe, China, Australia
Category: Miscellaneous

Biogen (UK) Ltd
T
E
W

: +441 1234 827210
: info@biogen.co.uk
: www.biogen.co.uk

Biotech Alliance International
Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: +60 8241 4837
: bioall@myjaring.net
: N.A

Products/Services:
BAIGUS advanced furrow composting system
which provides a wide range of decomposing
microbes and soil enrichment microbes namely
nitorgen fixers, phosphorous stabilising agents,
mycorrhiza, zinc holders and trichoderma
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Miscellaneous

Products/Services:
Anaerobic Digeston Design Specialists, Design,
Building & Operation of Plants
Countries covered: UK
Category: Miscellaneous

Hubei Cubic-Ruiyi Instrument Co., Ltd
T
E
W

: 0086-27-81628831
: info@gasanalyzer.com.cn
: www.gasanalyzer.com.cn

About:
Hubei Cubic-Ruiyi Instrument Co., Ltd was
established in 2010 and located at “Optical
vally, Wuhan” in China, a hi-tech enterprise
specializing in development, production and
sales for gas analyzer, systems, ultrasonic gas
flow meter, monitoring solution of networking
industry. Based on the core sensor technology
of infrared (NDIR), ultrasonic and laser
Raman with independent intellectual property,
Cubic-Ruiyi has successfully developed world
leading ultrasonic gas flowmeter and energy
conservation&emission reduction instruments
like biogas analyzer, flue gas analyzer, syngas
analyzer, emission gas analyzer and so on.
Which has been widely used in electric power,
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steel, nonferrous metals, coal chemical,
petrochemical, waste incineration, anaerobic
digestion, motor vehicles and engine testing, oil
and gas exploration, comprehensive utilization of
coal-bed methane, air separation, energy saving
and environmental protection departments,
research institutions and civilian use and so on.
Our products are well sold throughout China
and have exported to 74 countries worldwide.
Countries covered: Indonesia, Thaialnd,
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Vietnam,
India, Italy, Belgium, Bulgaria, Mexica, Brazil
Category: Miscellaneous
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Braunschweiger Flammenfilter
Gmbh (Protego)
T
E
W

Environtec
T
E
W

: +49 5307 809 0
: office@protego.de
: www.protego.com

Products/Services:
Waste air cleaning, Gas treatment, Gas Storage,
Gas recovery
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Gas Distribution | Miscellaneous

Products/Services:
Pressure and vacuum relieve valves, Flame
Arrester, Gauge catch
Countries covered: Germany
Category: Miscellaneous

Enviroequip Sales & Rentals

Clean Energy Advisors
Pte Ltd
T
E
W

T
E
W

: +66 87 809 7556
: jsiteur@clean-energy-advisors.com
: www.clean-energy-advisors.com

Flex Energy Inc.
T
E
W

Continental Industrie

: (+34) 934 96 10 80
: andrea@keyways-int.com
: www.continental-industrie.com

: +65 8488 9118
: vincen.lim@flexenergy.com
: www.flexenergy.com

Products/Services:
Micro gas turbine generator
Countries covered: International
Category: Miscellaneous

Products/Services:
Multi Stage Centrifugal Blowers, Single
Stage Turbo Compressor, Gas Boosters
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Gas Distribution | Miscellaneous

Hermann Sewerin Gmbh
T
E
W

Elmac Technologies Ltd
T
E
W

: +603 7987 8386
: enquiry@enviroequip.com.my
: www.enviroequip.com.my

Products/Services:
Gas analysers for biogas, landfill gas
Countries covered: Southeast Asia, India,
Pakistan, Middle East
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Miscellaneous

Products/Services:
Biogas training, Financial report planning,
Consultancy
Countries covered: US
Category: Miscellaneous

T
E
W

: + 43 5578 77005-0
: info@environtec.at
: www.biogas-plant.com

: +44 1352 717600
: sales@elmactechnologies.com
: www.elmactechnologies.com

: +49 5241 934-0
: sales@sewerin.com
: www.sewerin.com

Products/Services:
Gas leak detection, gas warning and measuring
devices, gas odorisation
Countries covered: Germany
Category: Miscellaneous

Products/Services:
Flame arresters, pressure vacuum relief, valves,
emergency relief vents, gauge hatches, manways, vents, tank blanketing valves, bursting
discs
Countries covered: UK, Suth Africa, China
Category: Miscellaneous
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Impact Bienergy

Luxfer Gas Cylinders

Products/Services:
We manufacture portable bioenergy systems
that convert organic waste materials into energy
and biofertilizer
Countries covered: USA, Philippines
Category: Power Generation | Consultants |
Miscellaneous

Products/Services:
Lightweight high pressure composite cylinders
and roof mounted systems for shuttle buses
Countries covered: United states, Australia,
China, Canada, Germany
Category: Miscellaneous

Inficon

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +1 315 434 1100
: srirup.k@impactbioenergy.com
: www. impactbioenergy.com

T: +1 315 434 1100
E: info@impactbioenergy.com
W: www.inficon.com
Products/Services:
Rapid Biogas BTU and methane, CO, CO2 and
nitrogen concentration in seconds
Countries covered: Germany, France, Italy,
Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, US
Category: Miscellaneous

Kassbohrer Gelandefahrzeug
AG
T
E
W

: +497932 900-0
: info@pistenbully.com
: www.pistenbully.com

Products/Services: Pistenbully 300 greentech
all-terrain vehicle for difficult terrain
Countries covered: Germany, France, Italy,
Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, US
Category: Miscellaneous
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: + 44 115 98 03800
: customerservice@luxfer.net
: www.luxferaf.com

Moseb Engineering

: +603 8073 3625
: info.my@mosebengineering.com
: www.mvseer.com

Products/Services:
Flow Meters, Pressure, temperature and
analytical measurement instruments
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Miscellaneous

MV Technologies
T
E
W

: +1 303 277 1625
: info@mvseer.com
: www.mvseer.com

Products/Services:
Engineered hydrogen sulfide (H2S Removal),
methane gas desulphurization, odor control
Countries covered: USA, UK, Asia-Pacific, EU
Category: Consultants | Miscellaneous
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Mvance Engineering
Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: +606-2633339
: mvancesb@yahoo.com
: www.m-vance.com

Products/Services:
Supply of material, fabrication, installation
and commissioning of various plants as well
as machineries
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Miscellaneous

Netzsch
T
E

W

: +603 7843 6883
: info.nmk@netzsch.com
info.nji@netzsch.com
info.ntb@netzsch.com
: www.netzsch.com

Products/Services:
Pumps, macerators, spare parts
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Miscellaneous

Neuman & Esser South East
Asia
T
E
W

: +66 38 923700
: info@neuman-esser.co.th
: www.neuman-esser.de

Products/Services:
Reciprocating compressor systems, parts and
services
Countries covered: Southeast Asia, Taiwan,
South Korea, Australia, New Zealand
Category: Biomethane Upgrading |

Miscellaneous

One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd
T : +603 78850202
E : sales@onegasmaster.com
W : www.onegasmaster.com

Products/Services:
Bio-Gas Analyser System solution provider
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Consultants
| Miscellaneous

PlanET Biogastechnik GmbH
T : 0049 2564 3950126
E : sales@planet-biogas.com
W : en.planet-biogas.com

Products/Services:
Engineering, Material Supply, Installation,
Service
Countries covered:
North America, Several European Countries,
Australia, Southeast Asia, China, Japan
Category: Consultants | Miscellaneous

Recuperma Gmbh
T
E
W

: +49 2305 54886 - 0
: info@recuperma.de
: www.recuperma.com

Products/Services:
Universal disintegrator: UzBio, Substrate
preparation, increasing gas recovery
Countries covered: Germany
Category: Biomethane Upgrading |
Miscellaneous
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TUV Nord Malaysia Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: +603 8023 2124
: robert.cheong@tuv-nord.com
: www.tuv-nord.com

Products/Services:
Inspection, testing and certification
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Miscellaneous

Union Instruments GmbH
T
E
W

: +49 721 680 3810
: info@union-instruments.com
: www.union-instruments.com

Products/Services: Devices and Systems for gas
analysis in the process industry
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Miscellaneous
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Wuhan Cubic Optoelectronics
Co., Ltd
T : 0086-27-81628827
E : wei.ye@gassensor.com.cn
W : www.gassensor.com.cn

Products/Services:
Gas Analyzer /Gas sensor /Flow meter
Countries Covered: USA, India, South Korea,
Thailand,Italy, Belgium ,France,Brazil and
Argentina
Category: Miscellaneous

Zuwa Zumpe Germany
T
E
W

: +49 8682 8934
: export@zuwa.de
: www.zuwa.de

Products/Services: Pumps for Biogas Plants
Countries covered: Germany
Category: Miscellaneous
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Bio Gas Upgrading Process
> Kwangshin CNG compressors are very in the center of it
Getting extra value out of your waste? Upgrade
biogas to pure methane which can be further
compressed to Bio-CNG and then replaced as
fuel for transportation or as a natural gas for
domestic or industrial usage.
Kwangshin CNG compressors are very in the
center of it.
GEO-B250

With more than 50 years and world wide
experience, we are a reliable partner. Why not
call our office and find out what we can do for
you?

KWANGSHIN (M) SDN.BHD

James Kim

+603- 6201 7435
jamesinkl@gmail.com
25-1, 1 Mont Kiara, No.1, Jalan Kiara
50480 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

